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Abstract: Improved jet energy scale corrections, based on a data sample corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1 collected by the CMS experiment in proton-proton collisions at
a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, are presented. The corrections as a function of pseudorapidity
η and transverse momentum pT are extracted from data and simulated events combining several
channels andmethods. They account successively for the effects of pileup, uniformity of the detector
response, and residual data-simulation jet energy scale differences. Further corrections, depending
on the jet flavor and distance parameter (jet size) R, are also presented. The jet energy resolution
is measured in data and simulated events and is studied as a function of pileup, jet size, and jet
flavor. Typical jet energy resolutions at the central rapidities are 15–20% at 30GeV, about 10% at
100GeV, and 5% at 1 TeV. The studies exploit events with dijet topology, as well as photon+jet,
Z+jet and multijet events. Several new techniques are used to account for the various sources of
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1 Introduction
The state-of-the-art techniques used in the CMS experiment at the CERN LHC for jet energy
scale (JES) and jet energy resolution (JER) calibration are presented, based on a data sample
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1 collected in proton-proton collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. Jets are the experimental signatures of energetic quarks and gluons
produced in high-energy processes. Like all experimentally-reconstructed objects, jets need to be
calibrated in order to have the correct energy scale: this is the aim of the jet energy corrections
(JEC). The detailed understanding of both the energy scale and the transverse momentum resolution
of the jets is of crucial importance for many physics analyses, and a leading component of their
associated systematic uncertainties. Improvements made in understanding the JES in the recent
years have resulted in very precise measurements of, e.g., the inclusive jet cross section [1–5], and
the top quark mass [6–9]. The JES uncertainties presented here propagate to uncertainties of 2–4%
in the jet cross sections in the central region, and of ±0.35GeV in the top-quark mass determination.
The results in this paper are reported for jets reconstructed with the particle-flow (PF)
method [10, 11] using the anti-kT algorithm [12] with distance parameter R = 0.5. The jet
energy corrections are calculated using a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the detector,
and are then adjusted for data using a combination of several channels and data-driven methods.
The JEC successively correct for the offset energy coming from multiple proton-proton collisions
in the same and adjacent beam crossings (pileup), the detector response to hadrons, and residual
differences between data and MC simulation as a function of the jet pseudorapidity η and transverse
momentum pT. The jet pT is corrected up to the so-called particle-level jets clustered from stable
(decay length cτ > 1 cm) and visible (excluding neutrinos) final-state particles.
Corrections depending on jet flavor (for quarks: u and d, s, c and b; and for gluons) and jet
distance parameter R are also presented. The uncertainties affecting the JES determination are
discussed, and a full set of uncertainties and their correlations are provided. Figure 1 shows the
jet response at the various stages of JEC for jets (produced in quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
hard-scattering processes) measured at central pseudorapidities (|η | < 1.3): for each bin in pT, ptcl,
the jet response is defined as the average value of the ratio of measured jet pT to particle-level jet
pT, ptcl. The response is shown before any correction, after correcting for the effect of pileup, and
after all stages of corrections, that will be detailed in the following. Distributions corresponding
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Figure 1. Average value of the ratio of measured jet pT to particle-level jet pT, ptcl in QCDMC simulation, in
bins of pT, ptcl, at various stages of JEC: before any corrections (left), after pileup offset corrections (middle),
after all JEC (right). Here µ is the average number of pileup interactions per bunch crossing.
to different average numbers of pileup interactions per bunch crossing (µ) are shown separately, to
display the dependence of the response on the pileup.
The jet pT resolution, measured after applying JEC, is extracted in data and simulated events.
It is studied as a function of pileup, jet size R, and jet flavor. The effect of the presence of neutrinos
in the jets is also studied. The typical JER is 15–20% at 30GeV, about 10% at 100GeV, and 5% at
1 TeV at central rapidities.
The general principles behind the methods of extraction of the JES, and the reasons why the
JES obtained with the PF algorithm is different from unity, are discussed. The results and methods
are compared to previous CMS studies done for 7 TeV proton-proton collisions [13]. Several new
techniques are introduced in this paper to account for pT-dependent pileup offset, out-of-time (OOT)
pileup, initial- and final-state radiation (ISR+FSR), and b-quark jet (b-jet) flavor response. We also
add the information from multijet balancing [14] and introduce a new technique that uses it as part
of a global pT-dependent fit which constrains the uncertainties by using their correlations between
channels and methods.
Pileup collisions result in unwanted calorimetric energy depositions and extra tracks. The
charged-hadron subtraction (CHS, section 4.2) reduces these effects by removing tracks identified
as originating from pileup vertices. The results in this paper are reported for jets reconstructed with
and without CHS.
The JEC are extracted for jets with pT > 10GeV and |η | < 5.2, with uncertainties less than
or about 3% over the whole phase space. The minimum JES uncertainty of 0.32% for jets with
165 < pT < 330GeV and |η | < 0.8, when excluding sample-dependent uncertainties due to jet-
flavor response and time-dependent detector response variations, surpasses the precision of previous
JES measurements at the Tevatron [15, 16] and the LHC [13, 17].
Outline of the paper and overview of the corrections
The CMS detector and reconstruction algorithms are briefly described in section 2. The data
and MC samples used throughout this document, together with the different selection criteria, are
detailed in section 3.
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Figure 2. Consecutive stages of JEC, for data and MC simulation. All corrections marked with MC are
derived from simulation studies, RC stands for random cone, andMJB refers to the analysis of multijet events.
The pileup offset corrections, discussed in section 4, are determined from the simulation of
a sample of dijet events processed with and without pileup overlay. They are parameterized as a
function of offset energy density ρ, jet area A, jet pseudorapidity η, and jet transverse momentum
pT. Corrections for residual differences between data and detector simulation as a function of η are
determined using the random cone (RC, section 4.3) method in zero-bias events (section 3.2). The
pileup offset corrections are determined both before and after CHS, which removes tracks identified
as originating from pileup vertices.
The simulated jet response corrections are determined with a CMS detector simulation based
on Geant4 [18] combined with the pythia 6.4 [19] tune Z2* [20], as discussed in section 5. The
corrections are determined for various jet sizes. The default corrections are provided for the QCD
dijet flavor mixture as a function of pT and η. Uncertainties arising from the modeling of jet
fragmentation are evaluated with herwig++ 2.3 [21] tune EE3C [22], and uncertainties from the
detector simulation are evaluated with the CMS fast simulation [23].
The residual corrections for data are discussed in section 6. The η-dependent corrections are
determined with dijet events, relative to a jet of similar pT in the barrel reference region |η | < 1.3.
These corrections include a pT dependence of the JES relative to the JES of the barrel jet for
pT > 62GeV and up to about 1 TeV, the limit of available dijet data. The absolute scale, together
with its pT dependencewithin |η | < 1.3 for 30 < pT < 800GeV, is measured combining photon+jet,
Z(→ µµ)+jet and Z(→ ee)+jet events. The pT dependence at pT > 800GeV is constrained with
multijet events. Detailed studies are performed to correct for biases in the data-based methods due
to differences with respect to the MC simulation in ISR+FSR as well as in jet pT resolution.
The optional jet-flavor corrections derived from MC simulation are discussed in section 7
together with the JEC flavor uncertainty estimates based on comparing pythia 6.4 and herwig++
2.3 predictions. These uncertainties are applicable to data vs. simulation comparisons regardless of
whether or not the jet-flavor corrections are applied. The flavor corrections and their uncertainties
for b-quark jets are checked in data with Z+b events. The consecutive steps of the JEC are illustrated
in figure 2.
The jet pT resolutions are determined with both dijet and photon+jet events, as discussed in
section 8. The reference resolutions obtained from simulation are parameterized as a function of
particle-level jet pT, ptcl (defined in section 2) and average number µ of pileup interactions in bins
of jet η. Corrections for differences between data and MC simulation are applied as η-binned scale
factors.
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The JES uncertainties, discussed in section 9, are provided in the form of a limited set of
sources that allow a detailed statistical analysis of uncertainty correlations. The final uncertainties
are below 1% across much of the phase space covered by these corrections at pT > 10GeV and
|η | < 5.2. This sets a new benchmark for jet energy scale at hadron colliders.
In section 10 we describe additional studies made by investigating the particle composition
of reconstructed PF jets. These support the overall conclusions drawn from the determination of
residual jet energy corrections to be applied on data.
2 The CMS detector and event reconstruction
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a 3.8 T superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter. Within the field volume are the silicon tracker, the crystal electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL), and the brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL). The muon system is installed
outside the solenoid and embedded in the steel flux-return yoke. CMSuses a right-handed coordinate
system, with the origin at the nominal interaction point, the z axis pointing along the direction of
the counterclockwise beam, the y axis pointing up (perpendicular to the plane of the LHC ring),
and the x axis chosen to make a right-handed coordinate system. The polar angle θ is measured
from the positive z axis, and the azimuthal angle φ is measured in the x-y plane in radians.
The CMS tracker consists of 1 440 silicon pixel and 15 148 silicon strip detector modules, with
full azimuthal coveragewithin |η | < 2.5. The ECAL consists of 75 848 lead tungstate crystals, which
provide coverage in pseudorapidity |η | < 1.479 in the central barrel region and 1.479 < |η | < 3.000
in the two forward endcap regions. The HCAL is a sampling calorimeter using alternating layers of
brass or steel as absorber and plastic scintillator as active material, it provides a coverage of |η | < 1.3
in the central region and 1.3 < |η | < 3.0 in the endcap regions. In the forward region (3.0 < |η | <
5.0), a different calorimeter technology is employed in the hadron forward (HF) detector, which uses
the Cherenkov light signals collected by short and long quartz readout fibers to aid the separation of
electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic signals. The muon system includes barrel drift tubes covering
the pseudorapidity range |η | < 1.2, endcap cathode strip chambers (0.9 < |η | < 2.5), and resistive-
plate chambers (|η | < 1.6). A detailed description of the CMS detector can be found in ref. [24].
Events in CMS are reconstructed using the PF technique [10, 11], which reconstructs and iden-
tifies single particles with an optimized combination of all subdetector information. To suppress
noise in the calorimeters, only cells with energies above a given threshold are considered, this proce-
dure is referred to as “zero suppression”. The energy of photons is obtained directly from the ECAL
measurement, corrected for zero-suppression effects. The energy of electrons is determined from a
combination of the track momentum at the main interaction vertex, the corresponding ECAL cluster
energy, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons associated with the track. The energy
of muons is obtained from the corresponding track momentum. The energy of charged hadrons is
determined from a combination of the track momentum and the corresponding ECAL and HCAL
energies, corrected for zero-suppression effects, and calibrated for the nonlinear response of the
calorimeters. Finally, the energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from the corresponding calibrated
ECAL and HCAL energies. In the forward region, energy deposits collected by the HF are consid-
ered as electromagnetic or hadronic, depending on the respective energy collected by long and short
fibers. The particles reconstructed with the PF algorithm are jointly referred to as PF candidates.
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Jets are reconstructed by clustering the PF candidates, and themissing transversemomentum ~pmissT is
the negative vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of all PF candidates reconstructed in an event.
Interaction vertices are reconstructed using track information only, and the primary interaction
vertex is defined as the vertex with the highest sum of the squared transverse momenta of the tracks
associated with it.
The first level (L1) of the CMS trigger system, composed of custom hardware processors, uses
information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select the most interesting events in a fixed
time interval of less than 4 µs. The high-level trigger (HLT) processor farm further decreases the
event rate from around 100 kHz to less than 1 kHz before data storage.
2.1 Jet reconstruction
Jets considered in this paper are reconstructed with the anti-kT clustering algorithm [12]. The
nominal results are obtained for a jet distance parameter, R = 0.5, which was used in most CMS
analyses of 7 and 8 TeV data. Both the JES and JER are also studied for different values of the R
parameter, on simulated events.
The simulated particle-level jets are built by applying the clustering procedure to all stable
(lifetime cτ > 1 cm) particles excluding neutrinos. The lifetime of heavy hadrons (containing c
and b quarks) is shorter than cτ = 1 cm, so their decay products are the particles considered for jet
clustering. The exclusion of neutrinos is a convention adopted by CMS, but it is not universally
adopted by all experiments in high-energy physics. Indeed, neutrinos are often included at the
particle level, but the response is measured from samples with negligible neutrino content, leading
to practically no difference for inclusive JEC. The CMS convention allows us to define response in a
way that is experimentally accessible and significantly reduces response differences between heavy-
flavor (c, b) and light-quark (u, d, s) or gluon jets, caused by neutrinos produced in semileptonic
decays of heavy-flavor hadrons. It should be noted that the neutrino fraction leads to an additional
systematic uncertainty in the heavy hadrons fragmentation relative to the original b and c quarks that
is not included in JEC systematics, but should be considered in, e.g., measurements of the inclusive
b-jet cross section or of the top quarkmass. The performance of the corrections for b jets is discussed
in section 7.4. The variables referring to particle-level jets are labeled “ptcl" in this document.
We consider two types of reconstructed jets, depending on how the subdetector information is
used: calorimeter jets and PF jets.
The calorimeter (CALO) jets are reconstructed from energy deposits in the calorimeter towers
alone. A calorimeter tower consists of one ormore HCAL cells and the geometrically corresponding
ECAL crystals. In the barrel region of the calorimeters, the unweighted sum of one single HCAL
cell and 5×5 ECAL crystals form a projective calorimeter tower. The association between HCAL
cells and ECAL crystals is more complex in the endcap regions. A four-momentum is associated
with each tower deposit above a certain threshold, assuming zero mass, and taking the direction of
the tower position as seen from the interaction point.
The PF jets are reconstructed by clustering the four-momentum vectors of PF candidates. The
PF jet momentum and spatial resolutions are greatly improved with respect to calorimeter jets, as
the use of the tracking detectors and high granularity of the ECAL improves the energy resolution
through the independent measurements of charged hadrons and photons inside a jet, which together
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constitute ≈85% of the average jet energy. In reconstructing the PF candidate four-momentum,
photons are assumed massless and charged hadrons are assigned the charged pion mass.
Calorimeter jets result from a relatively simplistic yet robust approach and were widely used in
the early CMSpublications. With the improvement of the understanding of the detector and the com-
missioning of the reconstructionwith data, the performance of the PF reconstruction has proven to be
outstanding and reliable. The event description and reconstruction is more complete and consistent,
and for these reasons, we focus here on the PF jets used in the majority of recent CMS analyses.
3 Event samples and selection criteria
3.1 Simulated samples
Simulated samples are generated for QCD dijet and multijet, Z+jet, and γ+jet processes. A sample
with single-neutrino production is simulated as well, to reproduce empty events that only contain
pileup and detector noise. The dijet, γ+jet and single-neutrino samples are generated with pythia
6.4 [19], using the tune Z2* [20]. The Z+jet and multijet samples are generated with the Mad-
Graph 4 [25] program matched with parton showers simulated by pythia 6.4 tune Z2*. Additional
samples for systematic uncertainty studies are available for QCD dijet and Z+jet processes, both
generated with herwig++ 2.3 [21], tune EE3C [22]. The single-neutrino sample is compared to
zero-bias data (section 4.3). The dijet sample is used to simulate the jet response (section 5) and
also in comparison to data in the dijet balance analysis (section 6.1). The Z+jet and γ+jet simulated
samples are used in comparisons of measured response with the corresponding selected samples of
data (section 6.3). The multijet sample is used in the multijet balance analysis (section 6.3).
Additional samples are used for the analysis of events with a Z boson and a b jet (section 7.4):
the MadGraph 4 program, together with pythia 6.4 for the hadronization, is used to simulate
top quark pair, W+jets and Drell-Yan+jets (DY+jets) production; and the powheg [26] program,
together with pythia 6.4 for the hadronization, is used for single top quark samples. A DY+jets
sample produced with herwig++ 2.3 is also used for studies of systematic uncertainties.
All generated samples are processed through the CMS detector simulation, based on
Geant4 [18]. Minimum bias events, generated with pythia 6.4 and tune Z2*, are overlayed
to all above samples to simulate the pileup. As will be detailed in section 4, the MC simulation is
reweighted to match the distribution of the average number of pileup interactions in data.
3.2 Data sets and event selection
The studies presented in this document use the data collected by the CMS experiment in proton-
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, during the year 2012, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1. In this section we describe the selection criteria used in the
different analyses presented in this paper. Only data collected during stable-conditions collisions
with a fully-functioning detector are considered. Apart from the zero-bias sample, all data samples
are required to fulfill some basic event preselection criteria. The presence of at least one well-
reconstructed primary vertex (PV) is required [27], with at least four tracks considered in the vertex
fit, and with |z(PV) | < 24 cm, where z(PV) represents the position of the PV along the beam
axis. The radial position of the primary vertex, rxy(PV), has to satisfy the condition rxy (PV) < 2
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cm. Finally, the jets used in the analyses are required to satisfy basic identification criteria (“Jet
ID”) [28], which on simulation are found to retain more than 99% of genuine jets, while rejecting
most of the misreconstructed jets arising from detector noise or cosmic muons.
Zero-bias sample. The zero-bias sample is collected using a random trigger in the presence of a
beam crossing with filled bunches, active during the whole data-taking period with stable collisions
conditions and a fully-functioning detector. As these events are not triggered by any specific energy
deposit, they generally do not contain any contribution from hard-scattering processes. The main
sources of energy deposits in zero-bias events are detector noise and pileup. The events in the dataset
are weighted, according to the luminosity evolution during the running period, in order to be repre-
sentative of the average pileup conditions of the datasets used in the analyses presented in this paper.
Dijet sample. The dijet sample, composed of events with at least two jets in the final state, is
collected using dedicated HLTs, which accept the events depending on the value of the average
pT (pT,ave = (pT, 1st jet + pT, 2nd jet)/2) of the two highest-pT jets in the event, to ensure an unbiased
data set. The HLT uses a PF reconstruction algorithm with simplified tracking, and the jet pT is
corrected for nonuniformity of the energy response as a function of the jet η and pT. Several pT,ave
thresholds are available, with different prescale factors. Depending on the value of the highest jet
pT in the event, only the least prescaled fully efficient HLT is used for the decision of keeping or
rejecting the event for further analysis. Events selected with single-jet triggers are also used for the
studies of jet composition shown in section 10.
The event selection requires at least one of the two leading jets to have |η | < 1.3 and the
angular separation between the two leading jets in the (x, y) plane to be |∆φ1st jet, 2nd jet | > 2.7.
Events are rejected if there is any third jet with pT, 3rd jet > 5GeV not fulfilling the condition
pT, 3rdjet/pT,ave = α < 0.2. As will be explained in section 6.1, the results are studied as a function
of the α cut from α < 0.4 to α < 0.1 in order to correct for biases from ISR+FSR.
The Z+jet sample. The Z(→ µµ)+jet and Z(→ ee)+jet samples are collected using single-
lepton HLTs with various pT thresholds. Events are required to contain either two opposite-
sign muons or two opposite-sign electrons, fulfilling standard tight isolation and identification
requirements [29, 30], with |η | < 2.3 and pT > 20GeV. The dilepton (``) system is required to
have pT,ll > 30GeV and |mll −mZ | < 20GeV, where mZ is the mass of the Z boson. The leading jet
in the event is required to have |η | < 1.3 and pT > 12GeV, and to have a large angular separation
in the (x, y) plane with respect to the dilepton system, |∆φ(Z, 1st jet) | > 2.8. Events are rejected if
there is any second jet with pT, 2nd jet > 5GeV not fulfilling the condition pT,2nd jet/pT,Z = α < 0.3.
The value of the cut on |∆φ(Z, 1st jet) | is such that it does not bias the distribution of α for α < 0.3.
As will be explained in section 6.3, the requirement on α is tightened from the nominal value of
0.3 and the results are studied as a function of its value. In the Z(→ ee)+jet analysis an additional
requirement is enforced that no electron in the event lie within ∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 = 0.5 of a
jet. The Z+jet selection is also used in section 7.4, with the additional requirement that the jet is
tagged as coming from a b quark using the combined secondary vertex tagger [31], with a typical
tagging efficiency of 70% and a misidentification probability for light-flavor jets of 1%.
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The γ+jet sample. The γ+jet sample is collected with single-photon HLTs with various pT
thresholds and different prescale factors. Depending on the value of the highest photon pT in the
event, only the least prescaled fully efficient HLT is used for the decision of keeping or rejecting the
event for further analysis. Events are required to contain one, and only one, photonwith pT > 40GeV
and |η | < 1.3 that fulfills the standard tight cut-based photon identification and isolation criteria [32].
The leading jet in the event is required to have |η | < 1.3 and pT > 12GeV and to have a
significant angular separation in the (x, y) plane with respect to the photon, |∆φ(γ, 1st jet) | > 2.8.
Events are rejected if there is any second jet with pT, 2nd jet > 5GeV not fulfilling the condition
pT,2nd jet/pT,γ = α < 0.3. As will be explained in section 6.3, the requirement on α is tightened
from the nominal value of 0.3 and the results are studied as a function of its value.
Multijet sample. The multijet sample is collected with single-jet HLTs with various pT thresholds
and different prescale factors. Depending on the value of the highest jet pT in the event, only the
least prescaled fully efficient HLT is used for the decision of keeping or rejecting the event for further
analysis. The event selection is inspired by the analysis described in ref. [14]. Events containing
isolated leptons or photons passing standard identification criteria are rejected. The events are
required to have a pT > 250GeV jet in |η | < 1.3 balanced by a recoil system, composed of two
or more low-pT jets with 25 < pT < 750GeV, which is within the range calibrated by the Z/γ+jet
events, and satisfying the condition pT, 2nd jet/pT,recoil < 0.6. The events are also required to have the
recoil jets at least∆φ(1st jet, recoil jet) > 1 radians away from the leading jet in the transverse plane,
and to have the recoil system back-to-back with the leading jet with |∆φ(1st jet, recoil syst.) − pi | <
0.3. As will be explained in section 6.3, all jets with |η | < 5, pT > 10GeV are considered to be
part of the recoil system; the analysis is also repeated after changing to pT > 20 and 30GeV the
transverse momentum threshold for jets to be considered in the recoil.
4 Pileup offset corrections
The high instantaneous luminosity at the LHC results in multiple proton-proton collisions taking
place within a single beam crossing. Such additional pp collisions occurring within the same
bunch-crossing as the primary hard interaction produce additional tracks in the tracker and deposit
energy in the calorimeters. This contribution is called in-time pileup (IT PU). Due to the finite
signal decay time in the calorimeters, the pp collisions occurring in the previous and subsequent
beam crossings also contribute to calorimetric energy in the same time window as the primary hard
interaction. This contribution is called out-of-time pileup (OOT PU).
The additional contributions to the jet energy and momentum due to pileup are referred to as
the “pileup offset", or “offset" in this document. This offset is studied to optimize the subtraction
of pileup from the data, with the corrections leading to an improved detector resolution and a more
accurate JES.
The observables used for monitoring and correcting pileup are described in section 4.1. The
pileup subtraction then proceeds in steps. TheOOTPU ismitigated by calorimeter signal processing
(section 4.2), and the IT PU by identifying charged particles originating from pileup vertices and
removing themwith charged-hadron subtraction (section 4.2). The pileup jets are taggedwith pileup
jet identification (PUJetID) and removed (section 4.2). The remaining diffuse energy from neutral
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particles and OOT PU is estimated per event and then subtracted per jet using a calculation of the
effective jet area with the extended hybrid jet area method (section 4.3). The dependence of the
particle-level PU offset on jet η and pT for this method is determined from simulation (section 4.3),
and the data/simulation offset scale factor is determined from zero-bias data and neutrino gun
simulation, with the random cone (RC) method (section 4.3). The uncertainties are discussed in
section 4.4 and the results are summarized in section 4.5.
4.1 Pileup observables
The amount of pileup present in the event can be estimated by counting the number of good-quality
primary vertices NPV or by calculating the diffuse offset energy density ρ [33, 34] in the event. It can
also be measured using luminosity monitors that estimate the average number of pileup interactions
per crossing.
The offset energy density ρ is calculated using the kT clustering algorithm [35–37]with distance
parameter D = 0.6 and |η | < 4.7. For this calculation, a large number of nonphysical particles
(ghosts) with infinitesimal momenta and random direction effectively mapping all the (η, φ) space,
is added to the event. When the jet clustering is run on the event, the hard particles in the event
are clustered together with such ghosts: a few jets will contain high-momentum particles from
the hard-scattering interaction, but most of the jets will be entirely made of ghosts, for which the
main real energy contributions come from detector noise and especially pileup. The offset energy
density ρ is defined, in each event, as the median of jet momenta pT,i divided by their area Ai,
ρ = median(pT,i/Ai) [38]. For this calculation, no selection on the jet momenta is applied. Using
themedian instead of themeanmakes ρ effectively insensitive to hard jets in the event, and including
zero-energy jets composed of only ghost particles reduces bias for low pileup energy densities. For
Run 2, a simpler approach is used to calculate ρ, which is evaluated as the median of the energies
calculated in a grid of η − φ cells, and does not make use of jet clustering anymore.
The number of good primary vertices NPV includes vertices consistent with the luminous region
(where the collisions happen) and with a number of degrees of freedom Ndof ≥ 4, corresponding to
a minimum of four tracks.
The average number of pileup interactions µ is obtained by multiplying the instantaneous lu-
minosity with the effective minimum bias cross section of σMB = 69.4mb for 8 TeV (68.0mb for
7 TeV) [39]. Two detectors are exploited for the luminosity measurement: the hadron forward (HF)
calorimeter and the silicon pixel detector. The counting of pixel clusters is used for the oﬄine preci-
sionmeasurement, because of its time stability and very small dependence on pileup. The HF allows
for online determination of instantaneous luminosity per bunch crossing. Its results, calibrated of-
fline per luminosity section that corresponds to 23.3 seconds of data, are used for cross-checks [40].
The agreement between data and simulation on NPV and ρ, after reweighting the simulation to
match the distribution of the average number of pileup interactions (µ) in data, is shown in figure 3.
The agreement for NPV is excellent, while ρ exhibits a small, mostly linear, deviation that is due to
different offset densities in data and simulation in the endcap and forward calorimeters.
Both NPV and ρ are very nearly linearly dependent on µ over the tested range, as shown in
figure 4. The pileup vertex reconstruction and identification efficiency is about 70% (while nearly
100% for hard-scattering events), and IT PU contributes about 0.5GeV to ρ per interaction. The
vertex z resolution is around 100–300 µm for minimum-bias vertices, improving to tens of microns
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Figure 3. Comparison of data (circles) and pythia 6.4 simulation (histograms) for the distributions of the
number of reconstructed primary vertices NPV (left), and of the offset energy density ρ (right).
for hard-scattering events. With a luminous region of root-mean-square (RMS) of about 4 cm in
the z direction, the vertex reconstruction is expected to remain linear up to 100–200 vertices. The
NPV versus µ exhibits a small negative quadratic term due to infrequent merging of pileup vertices,
while ρ versus µ exhibits a similarly small positive quadratic term owing to effects such as effective
failed zero-suppression of overlapping calorimeter deposits. These quadratic terms account for less
than 0.5 vertices in NPV and 0.5GeV in ρ at µ = 20, respectively.
The correlation between IT PU and OOT PU is modeled by generating the number of interac-
tions for each bunch crossing using a Poisson distribution with the same mean µ. This is a good
approximation for 2012 (8 TeV) data, given that the RMS of the bunch-to-bunch variation of µ
within a single luminosity section was only about 8%. The value of NPV is insensitive to OOT PU,
while ρ has a small (<5% of the total) OOT PU component with 50 ns bunch crossings. The NPV
variable is highly (≈94%) correlated with the number of IT PU interactions in the event, while ρ is
also sensitive to the amount of energy deposited by each interaction, and thus less strongly (≈85%)
correlated with the interaction multiplicity.
4.2 Pileup mitigation
Out-of-time pileup. The amount of OOT PU can be reduced by shortening the signal time-
integration window and by increasing the separation between bunches.
In HCAL, 68% of the signal is contained within a 25 ns time window [41], resulting in about
5% leakage to a subsequent crossing with 50 ns bunch spacing and 50 ns time integration window.
The signal decay time in ECAL is of the order of 100 ns, but the ECAL reconstruction involves
three samples of 25 ns before the signal and five on the signal, to remove a varying pedestal. This
removes OOT PU on average, but with performance depending on the position of the proton bunch
within the bunch train, and requiring simulation of up to six preceding bunch crossings (−300 ns).
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Figure 4. Mean of the number of good primary vertices per event, 〈NPV〉 (left), and mean diffuse offset
energy density, 〈ρ〉 (right), versus the average number of pileup interactions per bunch crossing, µ, for data
(circles) and pythia 6.4 simulation (diamonds).
The variation in the offset correction can be up to 10% in the endcaps when selecting bunches
in the front of bunch trains, which represent a small fraction (< 10%) of data. The correction is
evaluated on the whole dataset and hence this effect averages out. In HF, the signal is only 10 ns
wide, resulting in negligible OOT PU without any special treatment of the signal.
More advanced techniques are used in Run 2, exploiting the signal timing and pulse shape to
fit in-time and out-of-time pulses simultaneously.
Charged-hadron subtraction. The IT PU from charged particles is reduced by identifying which
vertex the charged PF candidates originate from, and removing those unambiguously associated
with pileup vertices before clustering jets and ~pmissT . This method is referred to as charged-hadron
subtraction.
The leading primary vertex is chosen based on the largest sum of squares of the tracks transverse
momenta (
∑ |ptrackT |2) associated with the vertex. Subleading PV’s, classified as pileup vertices, are
required to pass further quality criteria on the compatibility with the luminous region and on their
minimum number of degrees of freedom
Ndof = −3 + 2
nTracks∑
i=1
wi, and wi ∈ [0, 1], (4.1)
where wi is the weight assigned to the corresponding track by the adaptive vertex fit [27], based on
its compatibility with the vertex. The minimum requirement Ndof > 4 corresponds to at least four
tracks. Tracks are matched to vertices based on their chi-squared per degree of freedom (χ2/Ndof).
If χ2/Ndof < 20 for a vertex, then the track is associated with this and only this vertex. If the track
from a charged hadron is associated with a pileup PV, passing the above quality requirements, it is
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considered a pileup track, and removed in the CHS procedure. All other tracks, including those not
associated with any PV, are kept.
The CHS can remove approximately 50% of IT PU within the tracker coverage, as illustrated
later by the solid red component labeled “charged hadrons” in figures 6 and 7. The remaining
unassociated charged hadrons are either not pointing to any reconstructed vertex, or are associated
with a vertex that did not pass all the quality requirements, or have too large χ2/Ndof for robust
vertex association. The vertex reconstruction and identification inefficiency is about 30% for pileup
vertices, and it is responsible for a large proportion of the unassociated tracks from pileup.
The charged hadrons from PU are typically soft and have an exponentially decreasing pT
distribution, with 〈pT〉 ≈ 0.5GeV [42]. Many of the unassociated hadrons in contrast have much
higher pT and are often coming from the leading primary vertex, but have too high χ2/Ndof for
robust vertex association. This is particularly common for tracks that are of high pT and therefore
very straight and have merged pixel hits within dense jet cores. For jets of several hundred GeV
the tracking efficiency within the jet core can fall as low as 60%, with a correspondingly large
increase of the fraction of unassociated tracks. Future improvements of CHS aimed at removing a
higher proportion of pileup tracks, e.g., with more efficient track-vertex association, must therefore
maintain a very low misreconstruction rate for tracks from high-pT jets, or also consider the pT and
local environment of the tracks, as done with the pileup per particle ID (PUPPI) method [43].
The PU offset subtraction has been derived with and without CHS, and the later stages of JEC
are practically identical after the application of the corresponding offset corrections. Application
of CHS improves the jet pT resolution, however, as discussed in section 8.
Pileup jet identification. In addition to diffuse energy, PU interactions often generate soft jetswith
pT of a few GeV. Overlaying multiple PU interactions in a single beam-crossing leads to nonnegligi-
ble probability of two ormore of these soft jets overlapping, resulting in hard jets of tens ofGeV in pT,
far above the average PU pT density. These overlaps are referred to as pileup jets, which are particu-
larly problematic for physics analyses as they can pass typical jet pT requirements, e.g., pT > 30GeV.
The pileup jets lack the relatively hard core typically found in hard-scattering jets, and can be iden-
tified by using a multivariate analysis (MVA) of the jet shape variables and the fraction of charged
particles contributed by pileup vertices. This MVA tool is called PUJetID, can be run on jets with
or without CHS, and it is documented in ref. [44]. For jets in the region |η | < 2.5 and pT > 30GeV,
the PUJetID efficiency for hard-scattering jets is around 99%, at a pileup-rejection of 90 − 95%.
Removing pileup jets can improve the performance of physics analyses, but applying PUJetID
has no direct impact on the JEC. PUJetID is currently not used in the JEC measurements to avoid
biases arising from the occasional removal of soft jets from the hard-scattering vertex, which affects
the ISR+FSR correction. Instead, CHS is used, which indirectly removes most of the jets tagged by
PUJetID by significantly lowering their pT.
4.3 Hybrid jet area method
The jet area method uses the effective area of the jets multiplied by the average energy density in
the event to calculate the offset energy to be subtracted from the jets. This method was introduced
in ref. [33] and was first used on data in ref. [13] with slight modifications to account for the
oversubtraction of the underlying event (UE) and for the η-dependence of the offset. This slightly
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modified version is referred to as the hybrid jet area method, where the “hybrid” in the name derives
from the fact that this method combines an η-dependent average offset O(η) correction versus NPV,
as already used at the Tevatron [16], with the original η-independent jet area method using only
offset pT density ρ and jet area Aj . This is effectively done by replacing (NPV − 1)O(η) in the
Tevatron method with (ρ − ρUE)(β(η)Aj ), where each of the terms NPV and ρ, −1 and −ρUE, and
O(η) and β(η)〈Aj〉 have the same basic meaning, which will be detailed in the following.
In this paper we further extend the hybrid method by adding a logarithmic jet pT dependence.
The previous separate UE correction is absorbed in the new η-dependent constant term. The full
correction formula used as a multiplicative factor for the uncorrected jet transverse momentum
pT,uncorr at CMS is
Chybrid(pT, uncorr, η, Aj, ρ) = 1 −
[
ρ0(η) + ρβ(η)
(
1 + γ(η) log(pT, uncorr)
)]
Aj
pT, uncorr
. (4.2)
The input parameters are pT, uncorr, jet pseudorapidity η, jet area Aj , and the per-event pT offset
density ρ. In this formula the parameters ρ0(η), β(η), and γ(η) introduce the required shaping of
the offset versus η. There is no explicit correction for the UE density ρUE as in ref. [13], but that
term is effectively absorbed into ρ0(η). Because ρ → ρUE and Chybrid → 1 when µ → 0, we have
ρ0(η) = −ρUE β(η) at pT,uncorr → 1GeV in the ideal situation. The multiplicative factor, β(η),
corrects for the nonuniformity of the IT and OOT PU offsets versus η, and the residual correction
factor, γ(η), adds their logarithmic jet pT dependence.
The parameters ρ0(η), β(η), and γ(η) are determined from the simulated particle-level offset,
and the offset scale factor for the ρ0(η) and β(η) in data is determined using the random cone
method in zero-bias data, as discussed in the following. The ρ0(η) parameter effectively contains
the ρUE for the QCD multijet sample, while β(η) and γ(η) parameterize the pythia 6.4 MinBias
overlay, which matches data well. The RC method consists of reconstructing many jets in each
event, clustering particles in randomly placed cones, effectively mapping all the (η, φ) space. The
average pT of these jets is a measurement, in each event, of the average energy density that gets
clustered in a jet. When the method is applied in events with no contribution from hard scattering,
as it is the case for zero-bias events, the main contributions to the jet energies come from noise and
pileup. Assuming the noise energy contribution to be negligible with respect to the pileup one, the
average pT of the jets as measured from the RC method indicates the average energy offset due to
pileup, for the considered jet algorithm and jet distance parameter.
Simulated particle-level offset. In simulation, the most direct way to calculate the particle-
level offset in jet pT caused by pileup is to reconstruct the same events with and without pileup
overlay and match the reconstructed jets between these samples. This is done on a QCD multijet
sample generated with pythia 6.4, tune Z2*. Some care needs to be taken to reproduce the same
signal fluctuations as before the overlaying pileup, to avoid random smearing of jet pT between
these two samples. All measurements are binned in µ to decouple pileup reweighting from offset
measurement, and to effectively incorporate the correct average amount of OOT PU in the offset
correction (OOT and IT PU are correlated through the shared Poisson mean µ). The µ bins are
then mapped to the average measured value of 〈ρ〉 for parameterizing the correction. Similarly, the
pT dependence of the offset is measured in bins of particle jet pT (pT, ptcl) to decouple the offset
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Figure 5. Simulated particle-level offset 〈pT,offset ptcl〉 defined in eq. (4.3) (left), and residual offset after
correcting for pileup with eq. (4.2) (right) for |η | < 1.3, versus particle jet pT, for different values of average
number of pileup interactions per bunch crossing 〈µ〉.
from the pT spectrum and JER, before mapping to the average uncorrected measured 〈pT,uncorr〉 for
parameterization.
We define the particle-level offset 〈pT,offset ptcl〉 as the average difference in pT between matched
jets in simulated samples with and without pileup overlay:
〈pT,offset ptcl〉(〈ρ〉, [η] , 〈pT,uncorr〉) = 〈pT,with PU − pT,without PU〉 [µPU, η, pT, ptcl] . (4.3)
The square brackets [ ] denote the binning variables, while the angle brackets 〈 〉 denote the
averages within those bins for the variables that are used to parameterize the corrections. This subtle
distinction is made explicit here due to its importance for various observational biases, and due to
the fact that the binning and parameterization variables are not the same. To have an unambiguous
particle-level reference, both reconstructed jets are required to match the same particle jet within a
distance less than ∆R < R/2, where R is the jet distance parameter. The matching efficiency for
jets in the without-PU sample to jets in the with-PU sample for 〈µ〉 = 20 is better than 80% (98%)
for jets of pT > 10 (30)GeV. In the with-PU sample there is also a large fraction of unmatched jets
with pT < 60GeV that are due to pileup.
The simulated particle-level offset 〈pT,offset ptcl〉 is parameterized as a function of offset density
ρ and jet η, pT,uncorr and area Aj to obtain the ρ0(η), β(η) and γ(η) used in eq. (4.2), where
Chybrid = 1 − 〈pT,offset ptcl〉/pT,uncorr.. The particle-level simulated offset versus particle jet pT is
shown in figure 5 (left) for |η | < 1.3. The relative slope in offset is parameterized by a logarithmic
pT dependence and is reasonably independent of the level of pileup in the event, while the offset
versus ρ is assumed linear. The resultant level of pileup after applying the corrections is presented
in figure 5 (right), showing the effect of the subtraction. The results are consistent with the absence
of additional pileup energy within about 0.2GeV for the full sample. For µ > 30, small residual
offset is visible due to a small unparameterized quadratic dependence of offset on ρ.
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Figure 6 (left) shows the pT dependence of the offset for each PF candidate type. The 〈pT,offset〉 is
divided by the average number of pileup interactions, hence showing the average offset per additional
interaction. While the reconstruction thresholds for charged hadrons and photons are of the order
of a few hundred MeV, the effective detector reconstruction thresholds for neutral hadrons (mostly
K0L, K
0
S, and neutrons) are of the order of 3GeV. This is far above the typical 〈pT,offset〉 ≈ 5GeV
for a pileup particle, making the neutral hadron contribution barely visible in figure 6 (left). The
observed pT dependence comes from an interplay of several effects for overlapping particles, such
as failed zero-suppression in calorimeter energy, nonlinearity of PF hadron corrections, fake tracks
arising from hit combinations, and misreconstructed tracks arising from pixel hit merging and
tracker dynamic inefficiency at high µ. The rate of overlaps is highest in the jet core, which results
in the simulated offset correction depending on the jet size. Figure 6 (right) shows the average
offset density within the jet versus jet distance parameter R and jet pT. The simulated particle-level
offset converges to an RC offset measurement at low pT, as well as for large jet size parameters. The
shallow slope in RC offset versus distance parameter is due to vector summation of PF candidate
momenta, which reduces the offset pT relative to the offset energy by cos(∆R) at the cone edges.
Offset scale factor. The offset data/simulation scale factor is estimated from zero-bias data and
simulation using the RC method [13]. Because zero-bias data contain no energy deposition from
hard interactions, and the noise contribution is small, the average transverse momentum 〈pT,cone〉(η)
of PF candidates in a randomly placed cone centered at (η, φ) can be identified with the average
offset due to pileup, 〈pT,offset〉RC(η):
〈pT,offset〉RC(η, 〈ρ〉) = 〈pT,cone〉[η, µ]. (4.4)
As in the case of the simulated particle-level offset, the parameterization variables (η, 〈ρ〉) and
the binning variables [η, µ] are explicitly marked in order to signal their impact on the observational
biases.
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for pileup offset in data, is also shown for PF and PF+CHS.
For deriving the offset scale factor, the RCmeasurement is fitted with a quadratic function of ρ,
〈pT,offset〉RC = p0+p1ρ+p2ρ2. The constant and quadratic terms are small, but are required for a good
χ2/Ndof of the fit. The constant term has usually a small positive value, because the mean 〈pT,cone〉
can still have a small nonzero value when the median ρ is already zero. This low-PU behavior of ρ is
discussed in ref. [45]. The offset scale factor for parameters ρ0(η) and β(η) in eq. (4.2) is defined as
〈pT,offset〉RCdata(η, 〈ρ〉data)
〈pT,offset〉RCMC(η, 〈ρ〉MC)
. (4.5)
Using different 〈ρ〉 working points for data and simulation is necessary due to the slight
difference of about 4% in 〈ρ〉 between data and simulation, seen in figure 3 (right).
The offsets in data and simulation are shown in figure 7 (top), separated by PF candidate type.
The offset scale factor for PF and PF+CHS is shown in figure 7 (bottom). The offset scale factor at
|η | < 2.4 is less than 5%, but increases up to 20% outside of the tracking coverage near the inner
edge of HF at η ≈ 3.2. The triangular shape is caused by smearing sharp detector effects over a
cone area within ∆η < 0.5. The uncertainty from varying the 〈ρ〉 working point within the 68%
confidence interval of the ρ distribution is less than 2% up to |η | < 4.7.
4.4 Pileup offset correction uncertainties
The pileup offset correction uncertainties come from two main sources: uncertainty in the offset
scale factor used for the η dependence in data, and uncertainty in the offset jet pT dependence that is
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derived from simulation only. The former uncertainty is evaluated by varying the 〈ρ〉working point
used for deriving the offset scale factor within one standard deviation of the ρ distribution, while
the latter is evaluated using the difference between the simulated particle-level offset and the RC
offset. Of these, the jet pT dependence is the dominant uncertainty across most of the phase space.
Any residual pileup offset is absorbed on average, within the constraints of their respective
parameterizations, by the relative η and absolute pT corrections derived from dijet, Z+jet, γ+jet
and multijet data. Therefore the dominant pT-dependence uncertainty is propagated through the fit
procedure used in the data-based methods to account for this reduction and shaping of pileup offset
correction uncertainties. This results in a set of five uncertainty sources:
• PileUpEnvelope is taken as 30% of the difference between simulated particle-level offset and
RC offset. This is the pileup uncertainty we would have if the later calibrations did not reduce
the uncertainty. It is not directly included in the JEC uncertainties, but is propagated through
the relative η and absolute pT corrections to give the uncertainties PileUpPtEta, PileUpPtRef
(for 〈µ〉 ≈ 20 data) and PileUpMuZero (for 〈µ〉 = 0 data), described below.
• PileUpPtEta (Eta=BB,EC1,EC2,HF) results from the propagation of the PileUpEnvelope
uncertainty through the η-dependent correction evaluation from dijet balance. This un-
certainty accounts for the residual difference between the PileUpEnvelope with shape
(p0 + p1 log(pT))/pT and the η-dependent correction fit in the range of dijet data at
60 < pT < 2000/ cosh(η)GeV with shape p0 + p1 log(pT).
• PileUpPtRef results from the propagation of the PileUpEnvelope uncertainty through the
evaluation of the absolute-scale pT dependence from Z/γ+jet and multijet data. This uncer-
tainty accounts for the residual difference between the PileUpEnvelope and the absolute-scale
fit in the range of Z/γ+jet and multijet data at 30 < pT < 1000/ cosh(η)GeV.
• PileUpDataMC accounts for uncertainty in the offset scale factor for data, based on variation
of the 〈ρ〉 working point within one standard deviation of the ρ distribution.
• PileUpMuZero is evaluated from the nominal result of the fit for η- and pT-dependent data-
based corrections, and accounts for the bias that results from deriving them at 〈µ〉 ≈ 20 instead
of 〈µ〉 ≈ 0. This uncertainty is to be used for zero-pileup data (〈µ〉 ≈ 0, e.g., in the 2.76 TeV
data collected in 2013) and replaces PileUpPtEta, PileUpPtRef and PileUpDataMC.
The pileup offset correction uncertainties are summarized in figure 8. The dominant
uncertainty is from the residual jet pT dependency remaining after the application of the data-based
methods. It is at the level of 1% for pT = 30GeV, and rapidly decreases to the 10−3 level in the
range constrained by the data-based methods. There is a small increase in uncertainty again at
high pT outside the range of data-based methods, where the constrained parameterizations used for
data-based residuals result in a small seesaw effect. The uncertainty for 〈µ〉 = 0 data is in many
cases similar or even larger than for 〈µ〉 = 20, owing to the absorption of the residual offset into
relative η and absolute pT corrections at pT > 30GeV.
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Figure 8. Pileup offset correction uncertainties for the average 2012 (8 TeV) conditions for PF jets with
CHS and R = 0.5 as a function of ηjet for fixed pT = 30GeV (top left) and as a function of jet pT (top
right, and bottom panels). The plots are limited to a jet energy E = pT cosh η = 4000GeV so as to show
only uncertainties for reasonable pT in the considered data-taking period. PileUpMuZero is an optional
alternative uncertainty for zero-pileup (〈µ〉 ≈ 0) events, and it is therefore not included in the quadratic
sum SubTotalPileUp. It accounts for the pileup uncertainty absorbed in the residual response corrections at
〈µ〉 ≈ 20, which is particularly prominent at 1.5 < |η | < 3.
4.5 Summary of pileup offset corrections
The pileup offset corrections for the anti-kT algorithm (R = 0.5) with and without charged-hadron
subtraction are summarized in figure 9 for typical 2012 (8 TeV) conditions of 〈µ〉 ≈ 20, compared to
corrections for 7 TeV data taken in 2010 and 2011. The average pileup per interaction for R = 0.5 is
about 0.5GeV, adding up to a total of about 10GeV per jet. This results in a typical offset correction
of about 0.75 for a pT,corr = 30GeV (pT,uncorr = 40GeV) jet. The CHS removes approximately half
of this offset before jet clustering by matching tracks to pileup vertices, reducing the residual offset
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Figure 9. Pileup offset correction Chybrid including data/MC scale factors, with systematic uncertainty band,
for the average 2012 (8 TeV) conditions of 〈µ〉 = 20 for PF jets without CHS and R = 0.5 at |η | = 0 versus
pT,corr (top left), and at pT,corr = 30GeV versus |η | (top right), compared to corrections for 2010 [13] and
2011 [46] data at 7 TeV after extrapolation to similar pileup conditions. The same results are also shown for
PF jets with CHS and R = 0.5 at |η | = 0 versus pT (bottom left), and at pT,corr = 30GeV versus |η | (bottom
right), compared to corrections for 2011 data at 7 TeV [46].
correction to about 0.85 at pT,corr = 30GeV (pT,uncorr = 35GeV). Roughly one third of the remaining
pileup is from PF charged hadrons that have not been matched to good pileup vertices, and much
of the rest is from PF photons. The CHS algorithm was only fully commissioned at 7 TeV in 2011,
and the 2010 (7 TeV) version of the offset corrections did not yet take into account the remaining
unmatched pileup tracks. Therefore only results without CHS are shown for 7 TeV in 2010.
The pileup offset corrections have been relatively stable over time at 7 TeV in 2010 and 2011,
when scaled to similar pileup conditions. This is in part due to the good linearity of the offset
corrections for PF and continuous development on the detector side to reduce OOT PU in the
calorimeters, and in part due to the adaptability of the jet area method to the prevailing pileup offset.
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The largest differences are visible in the 2.5 < |η | < 3.0 region, where OOT PU increased at 7 TeV
in 2011, but was again brought down in ECAL at 8 TeV in 2012 using more advanced reconstruction
algorithms. The OOT PU is also partially responsible for the 2011–2012 differences in the endcaps
within tracker coverage of 1.5 < |η | < 2.5, and for differences between 2010 and 2011–2012 in
the barrel at |η | < 1.5. In addition, the JEC were improved at 7 TeV in 2011 to take into account
the difference between the offset outside jets (RC offset) and inside jets (particle-level offset). This
increased the offset correction inside the tracker coverage (failed zero-suppression), and lowered it
outside (calorimeter response nonlinearity), compared to the 2010 (7 TeV) corrections.
The pileup uncertainties have been steadily reduced despite rapidly increasing pileup. This can
be credited to improvements in the correction methods, more events at high pileup to determine the
trends versus pileup, and a reduction of double counting. The 2012 (8 TeV) corrections explicitly
take into account the additional constraints from data-based methods, which reduce the offset
uncertainty in the endcaps by up to 50% for PF+CHS at pT,corr = 30GeV compared to 7 TeV in
2011. The dominant systematic uncertainty is from the pT dependence of the pileup offset, which
is only indirectly constrained by data.
5 Simulated response corrections
The simulated response corrections are derived and applied on jets that have been corrected for pileup
offset. The CMS detector simulation contains a detailed model of the detector geometry, data-based
alignment and calibration of the detector elements, and emulation of the readout electronics. It is
based upon the Geant4 package [18] that simulates the evolution of the electromagnetic (EM) and
hadronic showers and their interactions with the detector material. In addition, the pythia 6.4 tune
Z2* event generator is used to simulate the fragmentation of the initial quarks and gluons. Together
these two components provide an accurate and detailed description of the jet response, which is used
for the bulk of the JEC.Data-basedmethods (section 6) are needed only for small residual corrections
on top of the simulated response and the simulated offset corrections discussed in section 4.
The benefit of relying heavily on simulation to derive the jet response is that we are not sensitive
to many of the biases inherent in the data-based methods and can cover corners of phase space that
are not easily accessible in data. This includes samples of jets with very low (pT < 30GeV) and
very high (pT > 1TeV) momenta, heavy-flavor jets, and samples with particularly low (µ < 5) and
high (µ > 40) pileup. Describing jet response in terms of variables accessible in simulation also
facilitates the understanding of data-based methods, as we can better model the correlation between
various samples and corrections. For the following discussion, jets are assumed to be corrected for
the pileup offset as described in section 4.
Sample definitions
We derive the simulated response from a QCD multijet sample of 10 million events generated with
pythia 6.4 tune Z2*. To ensure event generation with efficient coverage of the full kinematic phase
space at the LHC with small statistical uncertainty, the events are generated with a flat pT spectrum
and reweighted by pˆ−4.5T , where pˆT is the transverse momentum of the generated 2→ 2 hard process,
which allows the recovery of the original pT spectrum in pythia 6.4 and the production of unbiased
results for pT, jet > 30GeV. The generated and simulated events are overlaid with pileup generated
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by pythia 6.4 tune Z2*, with events reweighted such that the pileup distribution matches that found
in data.
To estimate pileup offset in jets, we simulate the same generated events also without additional
pileup overlay, as was discussed in section 4. To estimate the jet response dependence on the
fragmentation model and jet flavor, a complementary sample is produced with herwig++ 2.3
tune EE3C. To estimate the jet response dependence on the detector calibration, we also produce
additional samples with the CMS fast simulation.
Definition of simulated particle response
A particle-level jet is matched to the closest reconstructed jet if it is within half of the jet distance
parameter R. For a distance parameter of R = 0.5 this corresponds to 0.25. The method ensures
a high matching efficiency (reaching 100% around pT = 30GeV) and provides a unique match for
the anti-kT jets. In the present paper, the simulated particle response Rptcl is defined as the ratio of
arithmetic means of matched reconstructed and particle-level jets transverse momenta,
Rptcl(〈pT〉, η) = 〈pT〉〈pT, ptcl〉 [pT, ptcl, η], (5.1)
in bins of particle-level pT (pT, ptcl) and reconstructed η (where pT is the transverse momentum
of the reconstructed jet). As in the previous sections, the square brackets [ ] denote the binning
variables, and the angle brackets 〈 〉 indicate the averages within those bins for the variables that are
used to parameterize the response.
5.1 Corrections versus η and pT
Simulated anti-kT jets, with a distance parameter R = 0.5, are used to study the detector response
as a function of the jet pT. The simulated particle response is shown in figure 10 (left) as a function
of the reconstructed jet η. The simulated particle response after JEC is shown in figure 10 (right)
as a function of the particle-level jet pT, ptcl in various η regions. The results show that the response
is corrected to within 0.5% with respect to the particle-level jet, for pT from about 20GeV to 2 TeV.
5.2 Dependence on the jet size
The dependence of the jet response on the jet distance parameter R has been checked in the range
R = 0.3–1.0. The response is similar after accounting for the increasing PU offset due to the larger
jet area (Ajet ≈ piR2). Smaller effects come primarily from two sources:
• The UE energy within the jet has lower response than the energy from the hard scattering,
lowering the response at low pT for jets with large R.
• A larger distance parameter averages the jet response over a larger area, smearing sharp
features in the detector response versus η.
Figure 11 (left) shows the comparison of the JEC factor for various jet sizes at pT = 30GeV. As
expected from the larger fraction of UE energy, the corrections rise slightly for larger distance
parameters. The very small distance parameter R = 0.3 is an exception to this rule, because
the detector granularity smears some energy out of the cone. These differences mostly disappear
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Figure 10. Simulated jet response Rptcl versus |η | for R = 0.5 (left). Simulated jet response Rptcl, after JEC
have been applied, versus pT, ptcl for R = 0.5 in various η regions, and with statistical uncertainties (right).
at higher pT for R ≥ 0.4, with the smaller jet sizes showing slightly sharper detector features.
Simulated jet responses after the application of the JEC are shown in figure 11 (right) as a function
of jet pT for a range of distance parameters from 0.3 to 1. The response is consistent with unity
within 1% for pT & 30GeV. During Run 1 of the LHC, the supported jet size parameters in pp
collisions were R = 0.5 and R = 0.7. The full jet energy corrections and uncertainties were derived
and provided centrally only for these two jet size parameters.
5.3 Detector simulation uncertainties
We evaluate several systematic uncertainties using simulation, with the uncertainties further con-
strained using data-based methods, as discussed later. We discuss here the uncertainties arising
from the propagation of detector calibration uncertainties to the jet response. The effects of jet
fragmentation and flavor response are discussed in section 7.3. Because the jet response is later
constrained using measurements based on data, these systematics are explicitly set to zero at certain
reference points, discussed in section 6. They are then used to extrapolate the systematics from
these reference points to regions of the phase space not directly calibrated with data.
Single-pion response. The jet response is sensitive to the underlying detector calibrations. The
CMS calorimeters have been calibrated in test beam studies, and the single-pion response (SPR) has
subsequently been checked on proton-proton data with charged pions [47], confirming good model-
ing of the barrel response in simulation to within ±3%. Because the PF reconstruction relies heavily
on tracking for low-pT jets, the sensitivity to the detector calibration is strongly reduced compared to
the calorimeter-only reconstruction. To show this effect, the ratio of the response when varying the
SPR with respect to the nominal response is shown in figure 12, for jets reconstructed with the PF
algorithm and for jets reconstructed with only calorimetric energy deposits, both using the anti-kT
algorithm. For this study, the SPR has been propagated to the JEC using the CMS fast simulation.
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At low pT, PF is directly sensitive to SPR only through neutral hadrons, which on average
contribute 15% of the jet energy at particle level, leading to a sensitivity of about 0.5% for a simul-
taneous change of ±3% in both ECAL and HCAL SPR. At high pT the PF performance approaches
that of the calorimetric reconstruction, because the tracking efficiency drops in the dense jet core and
the leading tracks become too straight for a reliable pT measurement. Since 25% of the jet energy is
deposited as photons (section 10), the JEC sensitivity to a ±3% change in SPR is at most 2.3%. The
sensitivity to changes in SPR has been also studied separately for a 3% change in the response of the
ECAL and HCAL, as shown in figure 13. The results are qualitatively similar to an overall change in
SPR, but show larger sensitivity to the SPR in HCAL at high pT. This is because hadronic showers
become deeper for high-pT particles, and deposit a larger fraction of their energy in the HCAL.
5.4 Jet energy corrections propagation to missing transverse momentum
The jet energy corrections are propagated to ~pmissT by using the so-called type-I correction:
~pmissT,typeI = ~p
miss
T,uncorr +
∑
i
~p iT,uncorr −
∑
i
~p iT,corr −
∑
i
~OiRC, (5.2)
where ~pmissT,uncorr is the uncorrected ~p
miss
T , ~pT,uncorr is the uncorrected jet pT, ~pT,corr is the fully
corrected jet pT, and ~OiRC is the average offset due to pileup, as obtained with the RC method (see
section 4.3). The sum runs over all jets with pT,corr > 10GeV in the event. Including the average
RC offset underneath jets in the missing transverse momentum vector sum ensures that the pileup
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offset remains isotropic and does not bias ~pmissT . The type-I correction is recommended for physics
analyses and is used in most CMS results, as well as for deriving residual JEC for data.
5.5 Summary of simulated response corrections
The simulated particle response corrections are summarized in figure 14 for data collected at 8 TeV
and compared to corrections for 7 TeV data taken in 2010 and 2011. At low pT, the JEC rise
toward 1.15 due to the 15% neutral hadron energy that largely falls below calorimeter thresholds.
The response is quite flat at pT > 50GeV, where the competing effects of increasing calorimeter
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response and falling tracking efficiency within the jet core compensate each other. In the barrel
and endcap regions, the corrections rise with |η |, due to the increasing amount of material located
in front of the calorimeters, which leads to effects such as an increased rate of nuclear interactions
in the tracker. The corrections are higher around |η | = 1.3 and 3.0 due to the degradation of the
response in the transition regions.
Significant improvements in the simulation occurred after the first year of running at 7 TeV in
2010, when in situ collision data became available for tuning the detector simulation. After that, the
simulated particle response corrections have been stable in 2011–2012 despite continuous devel-
opment of the reconstruction software, and the changes have remained within the steadily-reducing
systematic uncertainties. The differences introduced by the change in
√
s are practically negligible.
6 Residual corrections for data
The residual data/simulation scale factors for JEC are determined after correcting jets for pileup and
simulated particle response. For consistency, the variations of the jet momenta due to corrections
for pileup and simulated response are propagated to the ~pmissT definition à la eq. (5.2). The residual
corrections for data are first determined with a sample of dijet events with low statistical uncertainty,
where the response of jets over a wide range of pT is corrected relative to the one of jets with
|η | < 1.3, and then with a combination of Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet, γ+jet, and multijet events
for jets with |η | < 1.3 from a pT of around 30GeV to 1 TeV. The basic idea, in all the considered
topologies, is to exploit the transverse momentum balance, at hard-scattering level, between the jet
to be calibrated and a reference object: a jet energy scale different from unity generates imbalance
at the reconstructed level.
The jet energy response is studied using the pT balance andMPF (missing transversemomentum
projection fraction) methods [13]. While in the pT-balance method the jet response is evaluated by
comparing the reconstructed jet momentum (pT, jet) directly to themomentum of the reference object
(pT,ref), theMPFmethod considers the response of the whole hadronic activity in the event, recoiling
versus the reference object. This leads to the following definition of response for the two methods:
Rjet,pT =
pT, jet
pT,ref
, (6.1)
Rjet,MPF = 1 +
~pmissT · ~pT,ref
(pT,ref )2
. (6.2)
The difference and complementarity of the two response determinations will be studied in the
following sections.
Part of the transverse momentum imbalance between the jet to be calibrated and the reference
object can also come from the presence of additional jets in the event; this effect depends on
the studied topology and is not correlated with the jet energy response. For this reason, all the
corrections are studied as a function of the additional jet activity in the event, quantified by the
variable α. This is defined as the ratio of the most energetic jet that does not originate from the
event topology under study, divided by the typical momentum scale of the event. In other words
α = pT, 3rd jet/pT,ave for dijet events and α = pT, 2nd jet/pT,γ/Z for Z+jet and γ+jet events. The
corrections are then extrapolated to the value they would have for α = 0 in order to address only
genuine jet energy response effects.
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Figure 14. Response correction factors with their systematic uncertainty band from simulation for the 2012
data collected at 8 TeV for PF jets with CHS and R = 0.5, compared to corrections at 7 TeV corresponding to
36 pb−1 of data taken in 2010 [13] and 5 fb−1 taken in 2011 [46]. The comparison is shown at |η | = 0 versus
pT,corr (top left), and as a function of |η | at pT,corr = 30GeV (top right), pT,corr = 100GeV (bottom left) and
pT,corr = 1000GeV (bottom right). The plots are limited to a jet energy E = pT cosh η = 3500GeV so as to
show only the correction factors for reasonable pT in the considered data-taking periods.
6.1 Relative η-dependent corrections
Residual η-dependent corrections to the jet response are obtained using dijet events, where the “tag"
jet has |η | < 1.3, and the “probe" jet pseudorapidity is unconstrained. In this way, the response for
all jets is corrected relative to the response for central jets (|η | < 1.3). These residual corrections
are derived from jets already corrected with the simulation-based corrections and account for any
residual difference between data and simulation, as a function of both η and pT.
For dijet events, where the reference object (barrel jet) has poor resolution, the biases from
JER are minimized by binning in average jet pT instead of pT,tag: pT,ave = 0.5(pT,tag + pT,probe).
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This symmetric pT binning also cancels out to first order the relative biases from ISR+FSR.
In general, 〈y/x〉 , 〈y〉/〈x〉, unless x is constant, which is generally the case only for a sufficiently
narrow bin in x. To avoid biases in the ratio variables, the denominator must therefore also use
pT,ave. This leads to the following definitions for pT balance and MPF in dijet events:
RpTrel =
1 + 〈A〉
1 − 〈A〉, where (6.3)
A = pT, probe − pT, tag
2pT, ave
, and (6.4)
RMPFrel =
1 + 〈B〉
1 − 〈B〉, where (6.5)
B = ~p
miss
T · (~pT, tag/pT, tag)
2pT, ave
. (6.6)
With sufficiently fine binning in pT, ave, and by extrapolating the additional jet activity, not
coming from the leading jet, to zero with α = pT, 3rd jet/pT, ave, both variables RpTrel and R
MPF
rel reduce
to Rrel = 〈pT, probe〉/〈pT, tag〉. Under the assumption that 〈pT, probe, ptcl〉 = 〈pT, tag, ptcl〉, which is true
after correcting for the various small second-order biases from JER and ISR+FSR, this is equivalent
to the ratio of the jet responses for the tag and probe jets such that Rrel = Rjet, probe/Rjet, tag. The
residual η-dependent corrections are based on results obtained with theMPFmethod, the pT balance
results are used as a crosscheck.
As shown in figure 15, the relative η- and pT-dependent correction Rrel,MC/Rrel,data varies
between 0.99 and 1.01 in the barrel at |η | < 1.3, between 0.99 and 1.06 at 1.3 < |η | < 2.9, and
increases to 1.15 in HF. Some pT dependence is observed in the endcaps relative to the barrel,
with the residual corrections approaching unity at high pT, where nonlinearities in calorimeter
response are reduced. In the following we will review the corrections for ISR+FSR, JER, and jet
pT dependence, as well as the associated uncertainties for the η-dependent corrections.
Initial- and final-state radiation correction. For central-forward jet pairs there is a higher
probability for the ISR to be radiated opposite to the central jet, and the FSR activity may differ
slightly for the jets at different η, which leads to some residual dependence of the measured value of
the pT-balance or MPF response, Rrel, on additional jet activity α. We evaluate this dependence in
bins of η, for the linearly extrapolated α → 0 and α < 0.2 respectively, and compute the following
data/simulation double ratio:
kFSR(α = 0.2) = *,
Rdatarel (α → 0)
RMCrel (α → 0)
+-
/*,
Rdatarel (α < 0.2)
RMCrel (α < 0.2)
+-. (6.7)
The correction factor kFSR (we use the subscript FSR instead of ISR+FSR for brevity) is
determined separately for the MPF and pT-balance methods and for pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3,
as shown in figure 16, and is then parameterized versus |η | with the same functional form as in
ref. [13]. The differences between pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 for the pT-balance method are
up to 6% at |η | < 5.2 prior to the application of ISR+FSR corrections, as seen in figure 16 (left).
Both agree well after the ISR+FSR correction, as shown in figure 16 (right), but the MPF method is
much less sensitive to ISR and FSR biases than the pT-balance method, because the entire hadronic
recoil is used for the MPF balance.
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Figure 15. Relative energy scale correction for pT = 60, 120, 240 and 480GeV as a function of |η |. The
residual corrections increase toward high rapidity and low pT, where effects from nonlinear calorimeter
response become more important. The curves are limited to a jet energy E = pT cosh η = 4000GeV
(corresponding to η ≈ 2.8 for a jet with pT = 480GeV) so as to show only the correction factors for
reasonable pT in the considered data-taking period. The statistical uncertainty associated with a constant fit
versus pT is shown for pT = 120GeV (markers).
Resolution correction. TheMPF and pT-balance methods are both sensitive to the relative differ-
ences in JER between the jets. This bias is expected to cancel out for the data/MC ratio of Rrel when
the jets in the simulation are smeared to match the measured resolution in data using the relation:
pT,smeared = pTGaussian
(
µ = 1, σ =
√
k2 − 1σMC
)
, (6.8)
where k is the data/MC scale factor for JER determined in section 8 and σMC is the JER in the MC
simulation. The factor k varies between 1.05 and 1.40 depending on η. The jet pT is multiplied
by a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean µ = 1 and width σ, such
that the smeared jet has the same resolution kσMC as the jets in data. The smearing is applied
on a jet-by-jet basis to all jets in the event, such that the resolution correction is propagated to the
pT-balance and MPF methods in a consistent way.
Relative correction: pT dependence. The η-dependent corrections are studied in bins of average
jet pT, where a slight pT dependence is observed. For this reason, the η-dependent corrections
are parameterized with a log-linear pT-dependence, according to the formula p0 + p1 log(pT). The
correction factor as a function of η, as obtained from the pT-dependent fit is shown in figure 17 (left),
compared to the result from a constant fit. Here, the central value is obtained from evaluating the
pT-dependent correction at the pT value for which the constant fit and the logarithmic fit agree, p¯T.
The blue band is obtained by varying the pT at which the logarithmic fit is evaluated between 0.5
times and 2 times p¯T. The p¯T is typically close to the mean pT of the dijet samples, and is shown
in figure 17 (right). The pT-dependent fit is used as the central result over the whole η range, with
the exception of the HF (|η | >3). For this region, to mitigate the effect of statistical fluctuations
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(visible e.g. in figure 17 (left)), the correction is taken from the constant fit and symmetrized over
positive and negative η values.
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6.2 Relative correction uncertainties
The largest uncertainties in the relative corrections arise from the following sources:
• ISR+FSR, ≤0.2%. The RelativeFSR uncertainty in kFSR is estimated by using herwig++ 2.3
as “data" and comparing how well the different methods reproduce the ratio of particle-level
simulated responses. This uncertainty increases smoothly with increasing |η |, up to 0.2%
in HF.
• Jet pT resolution, ≤1.4%. The RelativeJER systematic uncertainty on the JER correction
is estimated by varying the data/MC scale factor k in eq. (6.8) within the uncertainties
determined in section 8, which are between 2% and 20%, depending on η. This uncertainty
mainly affects the η bins in the HF, where JER is poorly constrained from data.
• Relative correction pT dependence, ≤1.4%. Half of the difference between the log-linear
and constant fits observed in figure 17 is taken as a RelativePt systematic uncertainty to
account for uncertainties coming from the choice of the log-linear shape for the fit. This is
the dominant uncertainty in the barrel and endcaps.
• Statistical uncertainty, ≤0.9%. The number of events available in data for the η-dependent
corrections is limited in the endcap and HF regions due to the large prescales applied to
the dijet triggers during data taking. To estimate the impact of this on physics analyses, the
corrections are symmetrized and determined in wide bins of |η |. The remaining statistical
uncertainty of up to 2.5% is assigned as RelativeStat systematic uncertainty.
• Time dependence, ≤1.0%. The TimeEta systematic uncertainty is estimated as the RMS of
the η-dependent correction factors for a set of about ten data-taking periods, chosen arbitrarily
in order to have comparable integrated luminosities. The variation is assumed to come from
residual scale shifts remaining after the radiation damage corrections have been applied to the
ECAL and HCAL, and increases toward high rapidities, which suffer larger radiation damage.
Uncertainty correlations versus η. The RelativeJER, RelativePt, and RelativeStat systematic
uncertainties are assumed to be correlated versus η within the barrel (BB: |η | < 1.3), the region of
the endcap that is within tracker coverage (EC1: 1.3 < |η | < 2.5), the region of the endcap which
is outside the tracker coverage (EC2: 2.5 < |η | < 3), and within the hadron forward calorimeter
(HF: 3 < |η | < 5.2), but not between these regions. The RelativeStat uncertainty is significant only
in the more forward regions, and is only provided for the two latter regions (EC2 and HF, which are
considered uncorrelated). All other systematic uncertainties relevant for η-dependent corrections
(RelativeFSR, TimeEta) are considered to be fully correlated versus η. Each correlated region is
treated with a separate systematic source, and these are provided separately to the users.
The systematic uncertainties in the relative η-dependent corrections are summarized in fig-
ure 18, for low (30GeV) and medium (100GeV) pT versus η, and for the outer endcap (η = 2.7)
versus pT. The time-dependent uncertainties are optional for analyses that are performed on the
full 2012 data and are shown separately versus η at pT = 30GeV. Among the time-dependent
systematic uncertainties only the TimeEta is relevant. The uncertainties are small at high pT and
for central rapidities within the tracker coverage. They increase to 2.1% at high rapidity mainly
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Figure 18. Systematic uncertainties for the relative η-dependent corrections as a function of jet pT (top left)
and as a function of jet η for jets with pT = 30GeV (top right) and for jets with pT = 100GeV (bottom
left). Time-dependent uncertainties as a function of jet η for jets with pT = 30GeV (bottom right). The
plots are limited to a jet energy E = pT cosh η = 4000GeV so as to show only uncertainties for reasonable
pT in the considered data-taking period. SubTotalRelative is the quadratic sum of RelativePt, RelativeJER,
RelativeFSR and RelativeStat.
due to the limited number of events available in the data for deriving the JEC, JER and ISR+FSR
corrections. The dominantPileUpPt uncertainty is inherently asymmetric and has the largest visible
differences in the HF region, where the asymmetric log-linear fit is compared to a symmetrized
constant fit used for central value in HF. The uncertainty versus pT changes sign around 100GeV
for the negative η side while it remains same-sign for the positive η.
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6.3 Absolute corrections
The absolute JES at |η | < 1.3 is determined with Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet and γ+jet events
for jet pT between 30 and 800GeV by comparing the reconstructed pT of the jet to that of a
precisely measured object (the Z boson, or the photon). The response for jets with pT > 800GeV
is constrained using multijet events, where a high-pT jet in the barrel region is balanced by a recoil
system, composed of two or more lower-pT jets.
For all these analyses, the corrections are derived by comparing the jet energy response (with
different methods) in data and simulation, using events in the central region, where jets are already
corrected with the simulation-based corrections and η-dependent residual corrections. As detailed
below, the response is observed to be slightly lower in data than in simulation. In addition, the
ratio of data over the MC prediction of the response shows a pT dependence. The two effects are
factorized and addressed in successive steps. First, a rough estimate of the pT independent correction
is derived from the analysis of Z(→ µµ)+jet events. Second, the response and its pT dependence
are determined precisely from a global fit (described in section 6.4), with the individual response
values obtained from the different channels (Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet, γ+jet, multijet) as input.
Methods. The absolute jet response is measured relative to a photon or Z boson momentum scale,
using the pT-balance (Rjet,pT) and MPF (Rjet,MPF) methods [13], as defined in eqs. (6.1) and (6.2),
with pT, ref = pT,γ/Z. The measurements are affected by biases from ISR+FSR, underlying event
(UE) and out-of-cone (OOC) showering. To correct for the FSR+ISR bias, we define a kFSR
correction as follows:
kFSR(α) =
Rjet(α → 0)
Rjet(α)
, α =
pT,2nd jet
pT,γ/Z
, (6.9)
where the jet response Rjet is measured with the MPF or the pT-balance method, with separate
corrections for each. As shown in figure 19, the value of kFSR(α) is linearly dependent on α for
0.05 < α < 0.3. Because the average pT of the Z boson decreases with α, the particle-level jet
response obtained from simulation also shows a dependence on α. Figure 19 demonstrates that the
MPF method is significantly less sensitive to ISR+FSR and the modeling of these processes, than
the pT-balance method: the slope ∆Rjet/∆α is about −0.3 for the pT-balance method and +0.06 for
the MPF method. For the data/MC ratio these slopes are further reduced by an order of magnitude,
confirming a good modeling of the OOC and UE effects. It can be shown that the ratio of MPF and
pT-balance slopes versus α is
dRjet,MPF/dα
dRjet,pT/dα
= 1 − RFSR+ISR jets
Rjet
. (6.10)
The difference in jet response between the leading jet and the ISR+FSR jets is typically less
than 20%, as seen in figure 14, but the sign can be either positive or negative. The slope of kFSR
has some dependence on the jet flavor (gluons radiate more than quarks) and it depends, e.g., on
the parton shower model used in the MC simulation. As shown in section 6.4, determining kFSR in
narrow bins of pT,ref is needed in order to study the pT dependence of the JES.
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Figure 19. Jet response obtained with the pT-balance and MPF methods in Z+jet events (points), for both
data and simulation (MadGraph 4+pythia 6.4 tune Z2*), plotted as a function of α = pT,2nd jet/pT,Z (top).
The response in data is scaled by a factor of 1.02, constant as a function of pT. A fit to a first-order polynomial
(dashed lines) is shown, together with the statistical uncertainty from the fit (shaded bands). Only events
with pT,Z > 30GeV and |ηjet | < 1.3 are considered. The ratio of the jet response from the pT-balance and
MPF methods in data and simulation shown in the bottom panel. The simulated jet response pT,jet/pT, ptcl is
higher than unity because the jets are corrected with JEC from QCD dijet events with lower jet response than
Z+jet events due to higher gluon fraction and larger underlying event.
The remaining effects of UE and OOC affect MPF and pT balance slightly differently. It can
be shown that, having corrected for ISR+FSR, the balancing and MPF responses can be written as
Rjet,pT = Rjet *,1 −
pOOCT, ptcl
pT, ptcl
+
pUET, ptcl
pT, ptcl
+- , (6.11)
Rjet,MPF = Rjet
1 −
(
1 − ROOC
Rjet
) pOOCT, ptcl
pT, ptcl
+
(
1 − RUE
Rjet
) pUET, ptcl
pT, ptcl
 , (6.12)
where pOOCT, ptcl, p
UE
T, ptcl are OOC and UE transverse momenta projected to the reference object axis,
and ROOC, RUE are their effective responses. Compared to the pT balance, the residual biases for
MPF are multiplied by a factor that is typically about 10% or less, and can be safely ignored. The
corrections for OOC and UE compensate each other, but for jet radii R ≥ 0.5 the OOC effect is
smaller than the one coming from the UE at low pT. We can therefore estimate an upper limit on
these biases by assuming an UE energy density of about 1GeV per unit of jet area, which gives
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Figure 20. Relative resolution (blue scale) in the plane of mean number of pileup events (µ) and Z boson
transverse momentum (pT,Z) for the MPF balance (left) and pT-balance methods (right).
a correction of at most ≈2.6% for pT, ptcl = 30GeV and jet distance parameter R = 0.5. This is
compatible with the magnitude and sign of the observed difference of less than 2% between MPF
and pT balance at the α → 0 limit in figure 19.
Although the MPF and pT-balance methods are biased in different ways, both can be corrected
for ISR+FSR and are complementary to each other. The remaining biases from OOC and UE
(both magnitude and response, see eqs. (6.11) and (6.12)) affect the pT balance and MPF methods
differently, and therefore fitting both simultaneously reduces the overall systematic uncertainty in
the global fit. The relative statistical power (quantified by the relative resolution of the measured
response, compared to the particle-level response) of pT balance and MPF depends on the jet pT
and the level of PU, as seen in figure 20. The MPF method is sensitive to smearing in ~pmissT caused
by PU, while the pT balance is sensitive to the smearing in the momentum balance caused by
ISR+FSR. The former effect dominates at low pT, while the latter dominates at high pT, such that
both methods have similar sensitivity at pT ≈ 100GeV for 〈µ〉 = 20.
Z+jet and γ+jet balance. The event selection is described in section 3.2. The JES is determined
relative to precisely measured muons, electrons, and photons, with a tracker scale uncertainty of
0.2% for muons at |η | < 2.4 [29], an ECAL scale uncertainty of 0.5% for electrons at |η | < 2.4 [48],
and 0.2% for photons at |η | < 1.3 [32].
The peak of the invariant-mass distribution of Z → µµ(ee) events is used to validate the muon
(electron) energy scale between data and simulation. These are found to agree within 0.2% (0.5%).
Additional checks ensure that the ~pmissT used in the MPF method is not biased by minimum-ionizing
particle deposits of muons in the calorimeters, or by residual leakage of electron and photon energy
into ECAL or HCAL not clustered in the reconstructed electron or photon. As the photon energy
scale includes corrections for these unclustered contributions, special care is taken in order to avoid
double counting of the leakage energy from fully calibrated PF photon superclusters to ~pmissT (such
double counting will be referred to as electromagnetic footprint effect).
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Events are binned in photon or Z boson pT to avoid resolution bias from the relatively poorly
measured jets. The asymmetric ISR and FSR is accounted for by extrapolating to zero the additional
jet activity (using the α variable, defined in eq. (6.9)). The response forZ(→ µµ)+jet events is about
2% lower in data than in simulation, in agreement with what is observed for the jet response in the
7-TeV data. In figures 21 to 23, the jet response in data is first corrected by this factor, independent of
the jet pT. This correction is reabsorbed in the global fit, that constraints simultaneously the overall
normalisation and the pT-dependence of the ratio of data over simulation responses, to obtain the
final correction.
The initial results are obtained after correcting jets and ~pmissT for pileup, jet energy response
as extracted from simulation studies, and after applying the residual η-dependent corrections based
on the dijet balance and the data/MC scale factor of 1.02 from Z(→ µµ)+jet events. The MPF
and pT-balance methods have different sensitivities to ISR and FSR, which further reduces the
uncertainty on the correction. Jet response measurements obtained from these two methods are
shown in figure 21 for the nominal working point α < 0.3. The results are presented for the three
event samples (Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet and γ+jet) and are shown for data and simulation. The
ratio of data to simulation is shown in figure 22. These results are displayed before extrapolating
the additional jet radiation to zero and correcting for the pT dependence of the JES: these effects
will be taken into account in the global fit described in section 6.4. The agreement between the
measured response in different samples is reasonable for data and MC simulation separately, and
most remaining differences cancel out in the data/MC ratio. The differences between Z(→ ee)+jet
and Z(→ µµ)+jet/γ+jet events in the MPF method are due to a double counting of leakage from PF
electrons and photons to ~pmissT (EM footprint effect on ~p
miss
T ), which is absent formuons and corrected
for photons, but not for electrons. The differences between the MPF and the pT-balance methods
arise from ISR+FSR effects, and largely disappear in the data/MC ratio when kFSR corrections are
applied. Residual biases from ISR and FSR, as well as effects from lepton/photon scales and EM
footprint in ~pmissT , are dealt with in the global fit described in section 6.4.
Multijet balance. The extrapolation of the JEC to high pT is constrained using data with the mul-
tijet balance (MJB)method introduced in ref. [14], with events where a high-pT barrel jet is balanced
by a recoil system, composed of two or more lower-pT jets. In addition to the traditional balancing
variable, MJB = pT,lead/pT,recoil, the response is also studied using an MPF method, where MPF =
1+ (~pmissT · ~pT,recoil)/|~pT,recoil |2. The jets used in the analysis are corrected for all the previous stages,
including residual η-dependent corrections from dijets, but excluding the final absolute correction
versus pT. The response in data is scaled by a rough factor of 1.02, constant as a function of pT,
extracted from the study of Z(→ µµ)+jet events. The ~pmissT is corrected for all jets with |η | < 5 and
pT > 10GeV in theMPFmethod, but only jets with pT > 30GeV are used for the event selection and
for constructing the pT,recoil. The pT > 30GeV threshold ensures that the event selection is not biased
by pileup jets, and that the recoil is composed of jets directly calibrated with data-based methods.
To interpret the results for JES we define an effective average pT,eff ptcl of the jets in the recoil,
such that
Rjet(pT,eff ptcl)~pT,recoil ptcl =
∑
i∈recoil jets
Rjet(pT,i ptcl)~pT,i ptcl, (6.13)
where Rjet(pT) is the response of a jet of transverse momentum pT.
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Figure 21. Comparison of jet response measurements from Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet, and γ+jet samples
as a function of Z boson or photon pT. The jet response from the MPF method (top) and the pT-balance
method (bottom) is shown as a function of Z and γ pT for data (left) and simulation (right). The Z(→ ee)+jet
sample has not been corrected for the electron EM footprint in ~pmissT , explaining the low MPF response in
both data and simulation. The footprint effect is absent for muons and corrected for photons.
This is solved for pT,eff ptcl in the log-linear approximation, Rjet(pT) = p0 + p1 log(pT), giving
pT,eff ptcl = pT,recoil ptcl exp *,
∑
i
Fi log( f i)+- , where (6.14)
f i =
pT,i ptcl
pT,recoil ptcl
, and Fi = f i cos(∆φi). (6.15)
The ∆φi is the angle between the jet four-vector and the recoil, and by construction
∑
i Fi = 1.
Labeling further
Crecoil = pT,eff ptcl/pT,recoil ptcl, (6.16)
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Figure 22. Ratio of the jet response measurement obtained from data and simulation with the MPF method
(left) and pT-balance method (right). Results are shown for the Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet, and γ+jet
samples. The Z(→ ee)+jet sample has not been corrected for the electron EM footprint in ~pmissT , but the
effect cancels out in the ratio of data over simulation.
we can write
MJB =
Rjet(pT,lead ptcl)pT,lead ptcl
Rjet(pT,eff ptcl)pT,recoil ptcl
≈ Rjet(pT)
Rjet(CrecoilpT)
, (6.17)
where the last approximation uses pT,lead ptcl ≈ pT,recoil ptcl ≡ pT. The pT,eff represents the effective
average jet pT in the recoil system (see eq. (6.13)), and the high-pT jets are calibrated relative to
pT,eff . In the actual calculation, Crecoil is evaluated from reconstructed jets pT (corrected with MC-
based corrections and data-driven corrections for pileup effects and η dependence of the response),
which is equivalent to the particle-level Crecoil to sufficient precision. Crecoil, shown in figure 23
(left), is therefore a measure of the lever arm of the multijet balance method in measuring pT
dependence of JES. Because the MPF method indirectly uses jets also below pT = 30GeV, its lever
arm Crecoil is calculated from all jets of pT > 10GeV, while that of MJB is calculated only from
jets of pT > 30GeV. The MPF method is stable with respect to the jet pT threshold, while the MJB
drops below MPF at low pT when the pT threshold is lowered to 10–20GeV.
As the leading jet is calibrated using the recoil system as a reference object, the scale obtained
for high-pT jets using this method is relative to the average scale for the lower pT jets, which
are subject to systematic uncertainties particularly from jet-flavor response, pileup offset and η-
dependent corrections. Systematic uncertainties arising from JEC, JER uncertainties, and PU
modeling are propagated to the multijet analysis. As shown in figure 23 (right), the leading high-pT
jet is well balanced against the recoil within the JEC uncertainties, and the multijet balance method
constrains the response of jets with a pT as high as 1.3 TeV. The global fit takes as input the
measured MJB, MPF and Crecoil, using the formulation of eq. (6.17).
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Figure 23. Crecoil ratio of the effective jet pT of jets in the recoil over the total recoil pT, (eq. (6.16)),
calculated with recoil jets of pT > 30GeV (for MJB) and pT > 10GeV (for MPF) in data and MC simulation
(left). Multijet balance response calculated with the MJB and MPF methods for data and MC simulation
(right). The filled bands show the statistical uncertainty on MC for the left plot and the total (statistical and
systematic) uncertainty on MC for the right plot. The error bars show the statistical uncertainty on data.
6.4 Global fit of absolute corrections
The absolute jet pT scale is fitted simultaneously to the muon and electron (for 30 < pT,Z <
400GeV), photon (40 < pT,γ < 800GeV), and multijet (220 < pT,recoil < 1300GeV) data sets. The
muon, photon, and electron scales are allowed to vary within their a priori uncertainties of 0.2%,
0.2%, and 0.5%, respectively. The results used as input to the global fit (α < 0.3) with initial kFSR
corrections α < 0.3→ 0 are shown in figure 24 (left), overlaid with the final determination of JES
and its uncertainties. The global fit is implemented as a χ2 minimization. The fit results depend on
some parameters that are known within given uncertainties, these are treated as nuisance parameters
in the fit and added quadratically to the χ2 expression. The nuisance parameters are related to the
following effects:
• Lepton/photon scale uncertainties (0.2% for µ±, 0.2% for γ, and 0.5% for e±, assumed to
be uncorrelated, and independent of pT).
• ISR+FSR uncertainty on the kFSR correction fit used in the MPF and pT-balance methods.
The fit is performed in each sample using a three-parameter log-polynomial pT dependence:
its results, with their uncertainties, are used as input to the global fit and are shown as the
shaded band labeled ‘In’ in figure 25.
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Figure 24. Comparison of the data-to-simulation ratio of the jet response measurements from Z(→ µµ)+jet,
Z(→ ee)+jet, γ+jet, and multijet samples after applying the corrections for JES and ISR+FSR (left) and after
applying, in addition, the nuisance parameter values found by the global fit (right). The uncertainty in the
ratio, excluding jet-flavor and time-dependent effects, is shown by the shaded region. The solid line shows
the global fit central value and the dotted curves the statistical uncertainty of the fit. As the multijet analysis
connects the energy scale of jets in two different pT ranges (eq. (6.17)), it can be used to constrain the high-pT
region given the low-pT one (black triangles) or vice versa (grey triangles).
• EM footprint uncertainty for photons and electrons in the MPF method (0.2% for photons
with footprint correction, and 0.5% for electrons without footprint correction, independently
of each other, and independent of pT).
• Pileup uncertainty coming from the difference in the offset calculated inside versus outside
of the jet distance parameter.
• Multijet uncertainties from JES, JER, and pileup, separately for MPF and MJB.
The total number of nuisance parameters is three for the lepton/photon scales, 2 × 3 × 3 = 18 for
ISR+FSR, two for EM footprint, one for pileup, and 2 × 3 = 6 for multijet balance, for a total of 30
sources.
The global fit has two parameters of interest, one for fitting the absolute scale and one for fitting
the pT dependence under the assumption that the shape of the response variation is consistent with
the one caused by a constant shift in single-pion response in HCAL, shown in figure 13 (right),
and referred to as fHCAL(pT) in the following. This assumption is supported by the time stability
of charged-pion E/p in HCAL barrel. The function used to fit the pT dependence is of the form
a+b( fHCAL(pT)− fHCAL(pT,0)), hence introducing a referencemomentum pT,0 and fitting the shape
relative to it. The value of pT,0 = 208GeV is chosen to minimize the correlation between a and b.
The result of the pT-dependent fit is shown in figure 24 (right). The data points are shifted by
the nuisance parameter values found by the global fit in order to demonstrate the good consistency
between the data sets. The nuisance parameters are normally distributed, with no outliers beyond
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Figure 25. Central value of the data-to-simulation ratio of dR/dαmax, and its 68% probability region, as a
function of jet pT, for the pT-balance (left) and MPF (right) methods. The dR/dαmax is the derivative of
the jet response evaluated in events with α < αmax. The y-axis scale for the MPF method is zoomed by ×4
compared to the pT-balance method, demonstrating the much smaller initial ISR+FSR uncertainty for this
method. The shadowed regions show the input distributions to the global fit, while the full color regions
show the post-fit distributions. The uncertainties on dR/dαmax before the global fit are labeled ‘In’, and the
uncertainties constrained by the global fit are labeled ‘Out’.
the 2σ limit. The reduced goodness-of-fit, χ2/Ndof , is 107.5/92 ≈ 1 for all degrees of freedom
and for data points and nuisance parameters combined, indicating appropriate coverage by the
systematic and statistical uncertainties. The statistical uncertainty band of the global fit, which is
shown by the dotted curves, can be separated into two independent components, one describing the
uncertainty in absolute scale, the other describing the uncertainty in pT dependence coming from
HCAL response. Other JES systematic uncertainties are calculated with respect to the factorization
point pT = 208GeV that also has the smallest fit uncertainty.
The initial ISR+FSR corrections are constrained by the global fit, and their uncertainties before
and after the fit are shown in figure 25 by the solid bands labeled ‘In’ and ‘Out’, respectively. The
ISR+FSR correction for α < 0.3 varies from about 1.5% for pT balance (kFSR ≈ −5%) to less than
0.3% for MPF (|kFSR | < 1%). This is consistent with the expectation that MPF is only sensitive
to FSR and ISR to second order through differences in the response between the leading jet and
the rest of the hadronic recoil, which are expected to be less than 20%. The ISR+FSR corrections
as constrained by the fit are within the uncertainty of the input values, with the exception of the
pT-balance method for Z(→ µµ)+jet events, which stays within twice the input uncertainty and
whose initial tension with respect to the Z(→ ee)+jet channel is reduced by the fit.
6.5 Absolute correction uncertainties
Scale uncertainty. The dominant uncertainties for the scale factor arise from the following
sources:
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• Absolute scale, 0.11%. The uncertainty in the fitted absolute scale is driven by the muon
scale of 0.2%, obtained from the position of the Z boson mass peak, and by the photon scale
uncertainty of 0.2%, achieved via a precise regression correction [32].
• HCAL scale, ≤0.6%. The uncertainty in the fitted HCAL scale is driven by the statistical
uncertainty of the Z+jet sample at low pT and by the γ+jet sample at high pT. This uncertainty
is labeled SinglePionHCAL.
• Statistical uncertainty, ≤0.1%. The statistical uncertainty covers the small residual differ-
ence between the global fit uncertainty calculated with the full covariance matrix and the
uncertainty calculated from its diagonal elements (absolute scale and HCAL scale, above)
only. Only positive contributions are included.
• MPF bias, 0.28%. The bias on the MPF method is composed of two subsources:
– Neutrino production, 0.2%. This uncertainty is estimated from the 0.1% excess of both
electron and muon energies in the PF jet compositions (shown in figure 46), which is
assumed to be associated with a neutrino excess from decays of heavy-flavor hadrons,
of similar order of magnitude. The estimate is compatible with uncertainties in the
fraction of heavy-flavors from gluon splitting.
– ISR outside detector acceptance, 0.2%. The extrapolation to zero additional jet activity
cannot correct for ISR activity outside detector acceptance, which biases both MPF and
pT balance by the same amount. Phase space constraints limit ISR jet pT outside the
detector to pT ≤ 30GeV, which together with the results on the MPF and pT-balance
response in simulation after the JEC set an upper limit of 0.2% on this source.
Single-particle response and fragmentation systematics. We consider additional shape uncer-
tainties from single-pion response and jet fragmentation using simulation. These studies were
reported in section 5. The JEC at pT = 208GeV is known to high accuracy from the global fit so
the simulation-based shape uncertainties are assumed to be zero at this reference pT, but increase
further away from the reference point. The single-particle response uncertainty of 3% is imple-
mented using independent variations of ±√23% in responses in the ECAL and HCAL separately.
The variation in the HCAL is included in the global fit and constrained to −3.50 ± 1.35%. The
fragmentation uncertainty is taken directly as the pythia 6.4/herwig++ 2.3 response difference.
Time dependence
The JES pT dependence is believed to originate mostly from a reduction in the HCAL energy scale
due to various effects, including uncorrected radiation damage in the front layers of the barrel
calorimeter. To estimate the stability of the HCAL scale with time, the ratio of the calorimeter
energy to track momentum EHCAL/ptrack of isolated barrel hadrons was plotted as a function of time
for pions that did not interact in the EM calorimeter. The 2012 (8 TeV) data sample is divided in four
subsequent run periods, with slightly different conditions and trigger requirements: run A (with an
integrated luminosity of 0.88 fb−1), B (with 4.41 fb−1), C (with 7.05 fb−1) and D (with 7.37 fb−1).
The EHCAL/ptrack shows variation of up to 4.5% between run A and run D for p = 10GeV hadrons.
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Figure 26. Absolute scale time-dependent uncertainty as a function of jet pT for various data-taking periods
(left). Systematic uncertainties for the absolute jet scale as a function of pT (right). SubTotalAbsolute is
the quadratic sum of AbsoluteScale, AbsoluteStat, Fragmentation, SinglePionECAL, SinglePionHCAL and
MPFBias.
The HCAL scale variations relative to the full 2012 (8 TeV) data set were taken as uncertainties
for each data-taking run (TimePtRunA, TimePtRunB, TimePtRunC and TimePtRunD for runs A,
B, C and D, respectively), and then propagated to the jet response, as shown in figure 26 (left).
The integrated-luminosity-weighted RMS of these run variations is taken as the time-dependent
uncertainty in the absolute scale versus pT, TimePt. In a similar fashion, the time-dependent
uncertainty in the relative η-dependent corrections is estimated as the RMS of the correction
factors obtained for short data-taking time periods, each weighted by the corresponding integrated
luminosity. Neither uncertainty needs to be applied to analyses performed using the complete 2012
(8 TeV) dataset with unprescaled triggers, for which the time-dependent effects average out.
The SinglePionECAL, Fragmentation, andMPFBias uncertainties are summarized in figure 26
(right), together with the AbsoluteScale, SinglePionHCAL, and AbsoluteStat uncertainties, which
are effectively the constant, pT-dependent, and residual components of the statistical uncertainty in
the global fit, respectively.
6.6 Summary of residual corrections
The data-based residual corrections for the relative JES versus η have been derived with dijet events
using the MPF method, and for the absolute JES versus pT with a global fit combining results from
Z(→ µµ)+jet, Z(→ ee)+jet, γ+jet and multijet analyses with both MPF and pT-balance methods.
The residual corrections are summarized in figure 27, and are compared to the results for 7 TeV
proton-proton collision data in 2010 and 2011. The residual response corrections are less than
3% in the barrel, less than 10% in the endcaps, and about 10% in the forward detector, with the
exception of the narrow endcap-forward boundary region at 3.0 < |η | < 3.2.
The uncertainty in JEC pT dependence, which comes from detector simulation and from
fragmentation modeling, is estimated to be less than 1% for 30 < pT < 2000GeV. This uncertainty
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is evaluated after the global fit with Z+jet and γ+jet data in the range of about 30 < pT < 700GeV,
andmultijet data extending to over 1 TeV. The uncertainty in JEC η dependence derivesmainly from
ISR+FSR modeling, the effect of JER, and the uncertainty in fitting any additional pT dependence,
with a total uncertainty rising from less than about 0.5% at |η | < 2.5 up to 2.5% at |η | > 3.
The residual corrections have been quite stable since 2011, when improvements to simulation
and reconstruction algorithms were implemented after the first year of data-taking in 2010, after
a hardware intervention in the HF readout helped reducing the rate of anomalous signals in the
readout photomultiplier tubes. The most significant changes are seen at high pT in the barrel, where
we attribute the increase in residual corrections to a drop in the HCAL scale in data. The changes
between 7 TeV in 2011 and 8TeV in 2012 in the endcaps are at least partly attributable to the pT
dependence of the η-dependent corrections implemented at 8 TeV in 2012 for pT > 60GeV, and
the changes in HF are due to statistical fluctuations.
7 Jet flavor corrections
7.1 Jet flavor definitions
The QCD dijet sample is enriched in gluon jets, while the Z+jet and γ+jet samples are enriched in
quark jets, which is important for latest stages of JEC estimation. We define jet flavor in terms of the
parton flavor (’physics definition’), where the particle jet is matched to the nearest generator-level
parton, considering only partons belonging to the hard scattering matrix element process, within
∆R < 0.25. According to this physics definition, jets resulting from hard gluon radiation without a
matching parton have an undefined flavor. This convention is well-defined for both pythia 6.4 and
herwig++ 2.3. According to this definition, jets containing heavy-quark hadrons produced through
gluon splitting (e.g., g→ bb) are still classified as gluons.
The definition typically used for b-tagging purposes uses parton shower flavor (’algorithmic
definition’) that reclassifies jets with heavy-quark hadrons from gluon splitting as b- or c-quark
jets. However, because this algorithm uses information from the final stage of the parton shower,
it currently cannot identify gluon jets in herwig++ 2.3, which forces g → qq splitting for all
gluons. The algorithmic definition also has a tendency to reclassify jets with light quarks from
gluon splitting as quark jets, and quark jets with early hard gluon radiation as gluon jets, mixing
quark and gluon fractions.
We show the jet-flavor fractions for both definitions in figure 28 for QCD dijet, Z+jet, and
γ+jet samples. The flavor fractions in the γ+jet sample are very similar to those of Z+jet in the
pT > 200GeV range, except for a somewhat larger fraction of directly produced charm jets.
7.2 Simulated flavor corrections
The differences in response (pT/pT, ptcl) for different jet flavors arise mainly from variations in jet
fragmentation energy and variations in particle composition of the jet. Softer jet fragmentation
results in more particles outside the detector acceptance. With respect to particle composition, the
neutral hadron fraction of the jet, fnh, is seen to affect the response most. Jets from u and d quarks
have the highest response, while those from gluons have the lowest, as a result of gluons fragmenting
into the largest number of soft particles. The response values for heavy-flavor jets from c and b
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Figure 27. Residual data/simulation response correction factors for the 2012 data collected at 8 TeV for PF
jets with CHS and R = 0.5, compared to corrections at 7 TeV corresponding to 36 pb−1 of data taken in
2010 [13] and 5 fb−1 taken in 2011 [46]. The comparison is shown at |η | = 0 versus pT,corr (top left), and
as a function of |η | for pT,corr = 30GeV (top right), pT,corr = 100GeV (bottom left), and pT,corr = 1000GeV
(bottom right). The plots are limited to a jet energy E = pT cosh η = 3500GeV so as to show only correction
factors for reasonable pT in the considered data-taking period.
quarks are in between those for u/d and g jets due to additional soft particles from heavy-flavor
hadron decays compared to u and d jets. As a reminder, the CMS definition of jet energy response
R excludes neutrinos, which would otherwise lower b and c jet response significantly. The jets from
strange quarks also have relatively low response due to the high probability of producing long-lived
strange neutral hadrons (mainly K0L) with significant pT. This effect is specific to PF jets, which
have a larger difference between charged and neutral hadron responses than calorimeter jets.
These effects are quantitatively demonstrated for jet response in figure 29 (left) for Z+jet events
with 50 < pT,Z < 70GeV, |ηjet | < 1.3, and pT,jet2 < 0.3pZT , where the jets are fully calibrated with
the corrections relevant for simulated jets, as discussed in the previous sections. The biggest differ-
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Figure 29. Comparison of jet response (left) and simulated composition (right) for different flavors of leading
jets in Z+jet events with 50 < pZT < 70GeV, |ηjet | < 1.3, and α = 0.3 (defined in eq. (6.9)). The response
values are compared for pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3, the composition is from pythia 6.4.
ences between pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 are observed for the gluon jets. The response is higher
than unity for all flavors, since Z+jet events have lower contributions from the underlying event than
dijet events, leading to a small bias from the hybrid jet areamethod, defined in section 4.3. Moreover,
as shown in figure 28, Z+jet events have a smaller gluon fraction (25% for pT = 60GeV)with respect
to dijet (65% for pT = 60GeV) events, and the different response of gluons and light-quark jets, vis-
ible in figure 30 (right), raises the average response for Z+jet events. Figure 29 (right) demonstrates
the simulated jet composition for different jet flavors. The s-quark jets have higher neutral hadron
fractions due to K0L production, while the neutrino production in c and b jets is evident through the
associated muons and electrons. The softer fragmentation of gluon jets has relatively little impact
on the particle composition, but results in low effective response for the neutral hadrons Rnh.
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Figure 30 (left) shows the inverse of the response for different flavors versus pT, relative to the
one for the QCD flavor mixture. The relative behavior of the differences has a weak dependence
on pT, but the absolute differences become smaller at high pT. This can be explained by the
asymptotic rise of the neutral hadron response towards unity at high pT and detector acceptance
effects becoming less significant for high-pT jets.
While pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 agree well on quark flavor response, there are significant
differences in the gluon responsemodeling. A useful metric for the JES sensitivity to flavor response
modeling is the difference in light-quark (uds) and gluon jet response, shown in figure 30 (right).
The flavor sensitivity of the CMS PF algorithm is much reduced with respect to the CALO jets
reconstruction, as was demonstrated in ref. [13].
7.3 Flavor uncertainties
We investigate the jet fragmentation and flavor response differences by comparing pythia 6.4 tune
Z2* and herwig++ 2.3 tune EE3C in balanced QCD dijet events. These two tunes have been shown
to cover differences between data and simulation in many studies of jet structure and fragmentation,
in particular for the variables used for quark and gluon tagging [49]. The jet flavors are tagged with
the matching parton flavor, based on the physics definition. As shown in figure 31, we observe
the largest response differences for the gluon jets, while the light-quark and heavy-flavor jets are in
good agreement in both MCs.
The parameterized response differences as a function of η and pT, combined with the flavor
fractions in figure 28, are propagated through the fitting procedure used for data-based residual
corrections to evaluate the systematic uncertainties from jet flavor. Jets in the barrel reference
region |η | < 1.3 have flavor uncertainty only when the flavor mixture differs from the Z/γ+jet
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Figure 31. Left: ratio of jet responses in pythia 6.4 (tune Z2*) and herwig++ 2.3 (tune EE3C) versus jet
pT, for pure jet flavors selected using the physics definition, where the shaded envelope highlights the largest
differences observed for the gluon jets. Right: pythia 6.4/herwig++ 2.3 response differences as a function of
jet pT for QCD dijet andZ/γ+jet flavor mixtures calculated from the parameterized flavor response differences
(diamonds) and compared to the full simulation for dijet (squares) and Z+jet (circles) samples. The “20%
glue” corresponds to the effective Z/γ+jet flavor mixture at pT = 200GeV, which has 20% of gluons. The
ratio of the responses is also shown for pure gluon (dashed curve) and quark (dot-dashed curve) jets.
flavor mixture used in the data-based methods, which is roughly 20% gluons at pT = 200GeV.
The η-dependent corrections influence the jet-flavor systematics through both the tag and the probe
jet. The flavor mixture of the central tag jet is different from that in Z/γ+jet calibration samples,
which leads to a flavor uncertainty for dijets within the reference region in the barrel. This barrel
uncertainty for the dijet measurement is then propagated to the more forward regions through the
dijet-based η-dependent corrections, with additional flavor uncertainties relative to the dijet flavor
mixture for other samples.
The total flavor uncertainty ∆Rflavor for any given flavor mixture is estimated based on pure
flavor response Rf (in pythia 6.4 Z2* and herwig++ 2.3) and flavor fractions Ff in pythia 6.4 Z2*:
∆Rflavor(pT, η) = Rˆmix(pT, η) − Rref (pT, η), (7.1)
where
Rˆmix(pT, η) =
∑
f
(Rf ,herwig++(pT, η) − Rf ,pythia6(pT, η))Ff ,mix(pT, η), (7.2)
Rref (pT, η) = RˆZ+jet(200GeV, 0) +
(
Rˆdijet(pT, η) − Rˆdijet(pT, 0)
)
. (7.3)
The symbol Rˆ indicates the linear combination of response differences for a givenflavormixture,
and Rref is relative to the Z/γ+jet flavor mixture used in the data-based methods. The various flavor
uncertainties are compared in figure 32. This calculation returns by design zero flavor uncertainty
for the Z/γ+jet flavor mixture at pT = 200GeV and η = 0 (about 20% gluons), which is where the
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Figure 32. Systematic uncertainties in jet energy corrections for various flavor mixtures (QCD dijets, Z+jet
and γ+jet) and pure flavors (gluons, light quarks and bottom quarks) as a function of jet pT (left, for fixed
|ηjet | = 0, top, and |ηjet | = 2.7, bottom) and ηjet (right, for fixed pT = 30GeV, top, and 100GeV, bottom).
The sign of the systematic source indicates the sign of the pythia 6.4 tune Z2* and herwig++ 2.3 tune EE3C
difference. The shaded band shows gluon flavor response uncertainty symmetrically around zero.
constant absolute data/simulation scale factor is effectively determined in the (pT, η, flavor) space.
For the dijet sample the flavor uncertainty is constant versus η by design, but increases with pT away
from the effective flavor reference point. For other samples the flavor uncertainty depends both on
pT and η. The respective flavor uncertainties are provided for the Z+jet (FlavorZJet), γ+jet (Fla-
vorPhotonJet), and dijet (FlavorQCD) mixtures as well as for the pure flavors (FlavorPureGluon,
FlavorPureQuark, FlavorPureCharm, FlavorPureBottom). The flavor uncertainties are reliably
determined only at pT > 30GeV, where the flavor assignment for the leading jets has a small
ambiguity. However, the flavor differences are reduced at pT < 30GeV in PF so the uncertainty at
pT = 30GeV is used as a conservative upper limit on flavor uncertainties at lower pT as well.
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and the pT-balance methods (right).
7.4 Z+b-jet balance
To check the flavor corrections and their uncertainties in data, we use a Z+b-jet pT-balancing
technique [50] that is a straightforward extension of the Z+jet balancing methods described in
section 6.3. In addition to the Z+jet event selection criteria described in section 3.2, the leading
jet is required to be b-tagged with the combined secondary vertex tagger at the medium working
point [31], and the b-jet response is determined with both the MPF and the pT-balance methods,
as in the nominal Z+jet analysis described in section 6.3. The purity of the Z+b sample is about
70–80% and the MPF response distribution is well modeled by simulation, as shown in figure 33.
To reduce systematic uncertainties, the main result is reported as a ratio of response in the Z+b-jet
sample to that in inclusive Z+jet sample. This check is particularly important for the top quark mass
measurements, which uses light-quark jets from W boson decays to constrain the energy scale for
b jets from the top quark decay t → Wb, assuming the same momentum scale for light-quark jets
and b jets with similar kinematics [6].
The most precise result is obtained using the MPF method with a fixed requirement α < 0.3
(’MPF, α < 0.3’ in figure 33). This gives a residual b-jet correction ofCcorr = 0.998±0.004 (stat)±
0.004 (syst) relative to pythia 6.4 tune Z2*, which is consistent with unity and comparable in
precision to the current b-jet flavor uncertainty of about 0.5%, shown in figure 32. The results
from the response extrapolated to α → 0 (bottom symbols in figure 33 right) and from the pT-
balance method (RpT) are consistent with the central MPF result. The systematic uncertainties,
which include b-tagging efficiency and mistag rate, lepton scales, ISR- and FSR-related effects, and
jet fragmentation, are dominated by the uncertainty in the fraction of pT carried by the neutrinos
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Figure 34. Residual correction factors (calculated as the ratio of the MC and data MPF response) as a
function of Z boson pT, for Z+b-jet and Z+jet events with α < 0.3 (left), and their ratio (right).
produced in semileptonic decays of heavy-quark hadrons, which contributes 0.32% compared to
0.21% from all the other sources combined.
The corresponding result, as derived from herwig++ 2.3 tune EE3C, is
Ccorr = 1.005 ± 0.006 (stat) ± 0.004 (syst), (7.4)
and has a systematic uncertainty comparable with the one obtained for pythia 6.4. The results of
Ccorr for pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 differ by 0.5%, which is consistent with the expected flavor
differences shown in figure 31.
To check for a possible pT-dependence, the residual b-jet correction is shown as a function of
pT in figure 34, where the uncertainties are statistical and systematic. This figure shows the MPF
results with the fixed α < 0.3 requirement for the Z+b-jet and inclusive Z+jet events separately (left)
and for their ratio (right), where most systematic uncertainties cancel out. As a result, while the
uncertainties in figure 34 (left) are dominated by the systematic contributions, the uncertainties in
figure 34 (right) are mostly statistical. The separate results are not corrected for the pT-dependence
of the absolute JES, which cancels in the ratio. The ratio is compatible with the assumption of
no pT-dependence, although it is limited by statistical uncertainties at the expected level of the
systematic flavor uncertainties.
8 Jet pT resolution
The jet pT resolution is relatively poor compared to the resolution of many other physics objects
(electrons, muons, photons), and the biases caused by jet resolution smearing can be important
for steeply falling spectra and for resonance decays. In this section we present a determination of
particle-level JER from MC simulation and the results from data-based methods for extracting a
data/MC scale factor. The particle-level JER is defined as the width (estimated with a Gaussian
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fit) of the distribution of pT, reco/pT, ptcl, where pT, reco and pT, ptcl are the transverse momenta of the
reconstructed and corresponding particle-level jets. JEC are applied before deriving JER.
8.1 Methods
Our measurement of JER is an extension of the methods used for measuring JES, but instead of
looking at the mean of the response distribution, we are interested in its width. In addition, we need
to correct for effects that do not produce an overall shift in the mean, but can widen the distribution.
For γ+jet (and Z+jet) events we can expand the pT balance as follows:
B = pT, jet
pT,γ
=
pT, jet
pT, jet ptcl
pT, jet ptcl
pT,γ ptcl
pT,γ ptcl
pT,γ
, (8.1)
where pT, jet and pT,γ are the reconstructed jet and photon transverse momenta, and pT, jet ptcl and
pT,γ ptcl the corresponding transverse momenta at particle level. For a sum of independent and
identically distributed (IID) random variables, the quadratic summation of widths applies. For the
product of eq. (8.1) we can take logarithms and apply log(1+ X ) ≈ X for X  1, which means that
the normally distributed variables are also log-normally distributed with the same width σ. In the
following, the symbols ⊕ and 	 indicate quadratic sum and subtraction respectively. For the widths
σ we then have
σ
(
pT, jet
pT,γ
)
= σ
(
pT, jet
pT, jet ptcl
)
⊕ σ
(
pT, jet ptcl
pT,γ ptcl
)
⊕ σ
(
pT,γ ptcl
pT,γ
)
, i.e. (8.2)
σB =
σpT
pT
⊕ σUE+OOC+ISR+FSR ⊕ σγ . (8.3)
In equation (8.3), all widths, apart from σpT , are relative quantities. The first part on the
right-hand side is identified with the particle-level JER, σJER = σpT/pT. The second term is
the combined effect of UE, OOC, ISR+FSR, and presence of neutrinos. The final term is due
to the photon pT resolution and FSR, σγ. After extrapolating the secondary jet activity to zero,
or equivalently correcting the measured resolution with the effective krad = σB (α → 0)/σB , the
effects of ISR and FSR become negligible. In this case the second term reduces to the effects from
UE and OOC alone, and is referred to as the particle level imbalance (PLI), σPLI:
σBkrad = σJER ⊕ σPLI ⊕ σγ . (8.4)
Equation (8.4) can be rearranged as follows:
σJER = σBkrad 	 σPLI 	 σγ . (8.5)
krad is determined from data by fitting the resolution as a function of secondary jet activity
α = pT, 2nd jet/pT,γ, while σPLI and σγ are taken from MC simulation, after extrapolating to α → 0
for consistency. Since kradσγ is negligible compared to other effects, it is implicitly absorbed in the
σPLI factor.
The quadratic addition and subtraction of widths is strictly correct only for RMS, or for
resolutions that are approximately Gaussian. In practical cases, the dominant terms (σpT , σBkrad)
can be determined consistently from the RMS or a fit to the Gaussian core of the distribution,
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while the smaller contributions (σPLI, σγ) should typically use RMS. This is because the small
contributions (with sufficiently steeply falling power-law tails) get folded into the Gaussian core of
the distribution, as predicted, e.g., by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), which states that the sum
of multiple IID random variables tends to a Gaussian distribution, provided their power-law tails fall
off sufficiently steeply (x−m, with m > 3). For a variable that can be thought of as a multiplicative
product of many independent random variables, the CLT applies in the logarithmic domain.
For dijet events the factorization is similar, except that JER now appears once for each jet,
and PLI is derived from the asymmetry between two particle jets and includes the UE and OOC
contributions twice. The dijet asymmetry [13] is defined as
A = pT, 1st jet − pT, 2nd jet
pT, 1st jet + pT, 2nd jet
, (8.6)
and its resolution σA is given by
σAkrad =
σJER,probe
2
⊕ σJER,tag
2
⊕ σPLI,dijet, (8.7)
where σPLI,dijet is the resolution of the asymmetry variable, built with the momenta of particle-level
jets, and extrapolated to zero additional jet activity σPLI,dijet = σptclA k
ptcl
rad . It is related to the single
jets PLI resolutions through 2σPLI,dijet = σPLI,tag ⊕ σPLI,probe.
For the special case where both jets are in the same region and share the same JER (σJER,probe =
σJER,tag = σJER), we obtain:
σJER =
√
2(σAkrad 	 σPLI,dijet). (8.8)
For the case of one central and one forward jet, we can solve for the forward JER by subtracting
the central JER determined from eq. (8.8):
σJER,forward = 2σAkrad 	 2σPLI,central−forward 	 σJER,central. (8.9)
In this case the σPLI,central−forward is σPLI,dijet, determined consistently for the same combination
of central and forward jets.
8.2 Simulated particle-level resolution
The jet pT resolution is reasonably Gaussian, although some nongaussian low-response tails are
present, e.g., due to rare detector effects such as inactive areas of the ECAL and to high-pT particles
punching through the HCAL. At low pT symmetric tails appear due to combinations where two
generator jets produce a single reconstructed jet, or vice versa. Such effects are typically well-
modeled by a double-sided Crystal Ball function [51], as seen in figure 35. Low tails in response
measurements are also commonly produced by neutrinos from semileptonic decays of heavy-flavor
hadrons. This does not apply to particle-level resolutions, because CMS particle jets exclude
neutrinos, but this does impact the dijet balance method used to measure JER in data.
We define the particle-level JER in simulation as the σ of a Gaussian fit to the pT, reco/pT, ptcl
distribution in the range [m− 2σ,m+ 2σ], where pT, reco and pT, ptcl are the reconstructed jet pT and
generated particle-level jet pT, respectively, and m and σ are the mean and width of the Gaussian
fit, determined with an iterative procedure. To maximize matching efficiency while still ensuring a
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Figure 35. Jet pT resolution distributions in the barrel for two bins of jet pT. ∆R indicates the distance
parameter value used formatching reconstructed jets to the corresponding particle-level jets. The nongaussian
tails due to inactive areas of the ECAL and HCAL punchthrough becomemore visible for narrow high-pT jets
with small core resolution. The Gaussian core resolution is fit to within ±2σ (solid line) and its extrapolation
is indicated with a dotted line. The tails are well modeled by a double-sided Crystal Ball function.
unique match, the reconstructed and the generated jets are required to be within ∆R < R/2 of each
other, with R being the jet distance parameter.
The nongaussian tails increase the RMS of the distribution, and the differences affect the data-
based dijet asymmetry, where two JER distributions are folded together with other (non) Gaussian
distributions. The dijet asymmetry is effective in symmetrizing the tails, and according to the CLT
the folded distribution will asymptotically approach a Gaussian distribution. The treatment of these
effects will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
The particle-level JER in simulation with a pileup profile matched to 2012 (8 TeV) data is
presented in figure 36 in bins of true number of PU interactions µ. The particle-level JER in
simulation is parameterized with the “NSC” fit for calorimeter resolutions, where N is for noise
(and pileup), S is for stochastic fluctuations that scale as 1/
√
E, and C is a constant term with no pT
scaling (e.g., intercalibration):
σpT
pT
=
√
sgn(N )N2
p2T
+
S2
pT
+ C2. (8.10)
As shown already in [13], for PF jets the possibility of having a negative N2 term improves
the description of the jet resolutions at low PU. As visible in figure 36, in the absence of pileup
larger jets have better resolution due to several effects. These include better jet angular resolution
(relevant for pT < 30GeV) and a smaller constant term from intercalibration, due to the jet energy
being spread over more particles. These small gains are quickly negated in the presence of pileup,
to which larger jets are more sensitive.
The noise term is very sensitive to the PU in jets, with each additional PU interaction contribut-
ing about 1GeV of smearing in quadrature for R = 0.5 jets. The PU offset increases approximately
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Figure 36. JER versus pT in the barrel for varying levels of pileup µ. The results are shown separately for
PF+CHS jets with size R = 0.7 (left), and for PF+CHS jets with size R = 0.5 (right).
linearly with number of collisions and jet area, µA, so that the noise from pileup is proportional to√
µA. In contrast, the stochastic and constant terms are stable with respect to pileup, as shown in
figure 37.
The JER also depends to some extent on the jet flavor. Gluon jets are wider than quark jets,
and therefore less sensitive to local η–φ intercalibration of the detector. This is manifested as a
smaller constant term and better JER at high pT, as seen in figure 38 (left), where the constant term is
0.0338±0.0002 for gluons, and 0.0406±0.0002 for quarks. The intrinsic JERof c and b jets is similar
to uds jets when excluding neutrinos at particle level. However, when neutrinos are included, as in
figure 38 (right), the neutrinos produced in semileptonic decays of heavy-quark hadrons produce
long response tails for the data-based measurements and cause substantial smearing of JER.
8.3 Dijet asymmetry
The jet pT resolution in data is measured with the dijet asymmetry method [13] versus pT,ave:
A = pT, 1st jet − pT, 2nd jet
pT, 1st jet + pT, 2nd jet
=
pT, 1st jet − pT, 2nd jet
2pT, ave
, (8.11)
where the width of the asymmetry distributionσA is related to the single jet resolutions as explained
in equations (8.6)–(8.9).
The measured asymmetry distributions are Gaussian-like at low pT, but some tails are evident
at high pT, as seen in figure 39 (left). These tails are reasonably well modeled by simulation. The
particle-level JER in simulation is defined as a Gaussian fit to the core of the distribution within 2σ
so we limit the impact of these tails and of outlier events by using a truncated RMS with 98.5% of
the events in the core of the distribution for data and simulation. The truncation value is chosen to
ensure that the core of the distribution is reasonably well described by a Gaussian. The resolutions
are then extrapolated to zero secondary jet activity for data, reconstructed MC simulation, and
generated MC simulation, as shown in figure 39 (right).
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The extrapolated asymmetry is finally corrected for the residual PLI effects, which are
significantly smaller than the asymmetry, as shown in figure 40. This final stage does not
significantly affect the data/MC ratio, as is also shown in figure 40, because the same PLI correction
is applied to both data and MC simulation. The main effect of the correction is a slight increase
in the data/MC ratio. The data/MC ratio is well-modeled by a constant fit in all the rapidity
regions. These constant data/MC scale factors are summarized in figure 41. The fit is also repeated
assuming different scale factors for the N , S (kNS) and C (kC) terms, which gives reasonable
results although the statistical uncertainties are too big to distinguish the two cases. The difference
between the measured scale factors kNS and kC and the central value obtained by the constant fit
is considered as a systematic uncertainty.
The systematic uncertainties in the data-based method come from three main sources: correc-
tion for ISR and FSR, particle-level imbalance, and nongaussian tails. The data/MC ratio is also
affected by the uncertainties in PU reweighting and JEC. The parameterization uncertainty comes
mainly from the potential difference between the data/MC scale factors for the noise and stochastic
terms kNS and the one for the constant terms kC . The systematic uncertainties for the data/MC
ratio are evaluated as follows:
• ISR+FSR correction: the fit shown in figure 39 (right) uses a linear extrapolation σ =
σ0(1 + kα), which comes with an associated shape uncertainty beyond the first measured
point. As a reminder, for dijet events, α = pT, 3rd jet/pT,ave. Equation (8.11) suggests that
another good functional form would be σ = σ0 ⊕ k ′α, which is used as an alternative model
to estimate the systematic uncertainty in the ISR+FSR correction.
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• FSR+ISR radiation: the α spectrum is not perfectly modeled in simulation, as shown in
figure 42 (left). This affects the extrapolation correction. The systematics are evaluated by
reweighting the α spectrum in simulation to match the data, and repeating the analysis.
• Particle-level imbalance: the PLI uncertainty is estimated by comparing the PLI obtained
from two different MC simulations, pythia 6.4 tune Z2* and herwig++ 2.3 tune EE3C, as
shown in figure 42 (right). Based on these results we vary the PLI by ±25% to estimate the
impact of PLI uncertainty on JER.
• Non-Gaussian tails: the uncertainty from nongaussian tails is estimated by changing the
nominal 98.5% truncation for RMS to 97%.
• PU reweighting: the PU reweighting uncertainty is estimated by changing the minimum bias
pp cross section from the nominal 69.4 to 73.5mb when generating the target PU profile for
simulation.
• Jet energy scale: the uncertainty arising from the knowledge of JES is evaluated by scaling
up and down, according to the JEC uncertainty, all jet momenta in the simulation.
• Parameterization uncertainty: the parameterization uncertainty is estimated by considering
different scale factors for the noise term N as well as the stochastic and constant terms S and
C. Because the available range of data is not sensitive to the noise term, the noise term scale
factor is varied by 10%.
The total uncertainty varies between 2–4% in the tracker covered region |η | < 2.3, and increases
up to 6% in the endcaps and 20% in the HF, where the uncertainty is driven by the large differences
between the results based on pythia 6.4 and on herwig++.
8.4 The γ+jet balance
Complementary measurements of the jet pT resolution in data are done with the γ+jet balancing
versus pT,γ:
B = pT,jet
pT,γ
. (8.12)
The width of the balance distribution can be written as a convolution of the jet pT resolution
with additional smearing effects, as in eq. (8.7) for the case of dijets:
σB = σ ⊕ σISR+FSR ⊕ σPLI. (8.13)
The JER is extracted from data and MC simulation that are binned in exclusive bins of α.
In the procedure, σPLI is fixed to the value obtained from a fit to the particle-level imbalance.
The results from the photon+jet analysis are shown in figure 43, compared to the 7 TeV dijet data
from 2011 (left) and to the 8 TeV dijet results from 2012 (right).
The following systematic uncertainties have been considered for γ+jet balancing:
• QCD dijet background: the uncertainty from QCD dijet contamination in the γ+jet sample
is estimated by measuring JER with and without the dijet simulated sample added to the γ+jet
sample.
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• Flavor uncertainty: the poor resolution for c and b jets when including neutrinos at particle
level, as shown in figure 38, can bias the JER measurement if the flavor fractions in data and
simulation differ. To estimate this uncertainty, the quark and gluon fractions are varied by
±10%.
• Out-of-cone showering: out-of-cone showering is an important contribution to the PLI cor-
rection. To evaluate the systematic variation, the analysis was repeated for jet reconstruction
with distance parameter R = 0.7 and the difference to the nominal R = 0.5 is taken as a
systematic uncertainty.
• Jet energy scale: the uncertainty arising from the knowledge of JES is evaluated by scaling
all jet momenta in simulation up and down by the JEC uncertainty.
• PU reweighting: the PU reweighting uncertainty is estimated by varying the minimum bias
pp cross section by ±5% from the nominal 69.4mb when generating the target PU profile for
MC simulation.
The total uncertainty varies between 3–8% in the measured region at |η | < 2.3, increasing toward
higher rapidity.
9 Systematic uncertainties
The JEC uncertainties for each correction have been detailed in their corresponding sections. They
are also summarized in figure 44. For the purposes of physics analyses, the uncertainties are
provided as systematic sources that include correlations across pT and η. Each source represents a
1σ systematic shift that is fully correlated in pT and η. The decorrelation in η (and pT) is obtained by
providing a single uncertainty from multiple sources that span only limited regions of phase space
and can also overlap. Their sum in quadrature will always correspond to the original uncertainty,
and the quadratic sum of all the sources equals the total JEC uncertainty. This approach is very
similar to the set of eigenvectors provided, e.g., by the CTEQ collaboration [52].
The correlation factor ρi j between any two points xi = (pT,i, ηi) and x j = (pT, j, η j ) of the
phase space can be calculated using the systematic sources sk :
Si =
√∑
k
s2
ki
, Sj =
√∑
k
s2
k j
,
ρi j =
∑
k skisk j
SiSj
, (9.1)
where ski is the relative uncertainty related to the systematic source k and Si the relative total
systematic uncertainties, for the point xi. Figure 45 shows the level of correlation between various
bins in pT and η.
We recommend that in fits to the theoretical predictions (Ti) in data (Di), the JEC systematic
sources sk are propagated as multiplicative factors to the theoretical predictions and their nuisance
parameters k are added in quadrature to the global χ2:
χ2 =
∑
i
[
Di − Ti (1 +∑k k ski)]2
σˆ2Di
+
∑
k
2k, (9.2)
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Figure 45. Correlation of total JES systematic uncertainties excluding time-dependent and flavor uncer-
tainties (TotalNoTimeNoFlavor) for PF+CHS versus pT at |η | < 1.3 (left). The color represents the degree
of correlation (between −1 and 1). Correlation of JES systematic uncertainties (TotalNoTimeNoFlavor) for
PF+CHS versus pT (multiplied by 100jη) and jη bin (right). The integer jη is introduced for illustration
purposes, with jη = 0 for the barrel region (BB), jη = 1 for the endcap inside tracker coverage (EC1), jη = 2
for the endcap outside tracker coverage (EC2), and jη = 3 for the forward region (HF).
where σˆDi is the statistical uncertainty (σˆDi denotes an estimated value for σDi ). The a priori
expectation for the χ2 minimum is that the k will be Gaussian distributed with mean 0 and RMS
1. Alternatively, the global χ2 can be calculated using the correlations from eq. (9.1):
χ2 =
∑
i, j
(Di − Ti)M−1i j (D j − Tj ), where (9.3)
Mi j =
∑
k
skisk j + σˆDi σˆD j δi j, (9.4)
and δi j is the Kronecker delta function. The resulting χ2 should be identical, but the former method
also provides the nuisance parameters and the best fit theoretical predictions for sanity checks.
The implementation of correlations across η uses a rough subdivision based on detector
structure to limit the final number of sources. The main regions are the barrel (BB: |η | < 1.3),
endcap with tracking coverage (EC1: 1.3 < |η | < 2.5), endcap outside tracking coverage (EC2:
2.5 < |η | < 3.0), and hadron forward (HF: 3.0 < |η | < 5.2). This division is applied to
the systematic uncertainties sensitive to the detector response (RelativePt, PileUpPt), resolution
(RelativeJER) modeling, and coming from statistical uncertainties (RelativeStat). Other systematic
uncertainties are treated as fully correlated across the η bins.
The systematic sources are listed in table 1 together with their applicable η ranges. They are
also briefly described in the following, summarizing the discussion in the respective sections. The
uncertainty sources are also provided in special combinations, specific to different analysis use
cases, described in table 2.
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Table 1. List of JES uncertainty sources, grouped by categories, with numbering, a short description, and
range of validity in |η |.
Source # Description Range
Pileup
PileUpDataMC 01 Data vs. MC simulation offset |η | < 5.2with random cone (RC) method
PileUpPtRef 02 True offset vs. RC ⊗ absolute pT |η | < 5.2
PileUpPtBB 03 True offset vs. RC ⊗ relative η |η | < 1.3
PileUpPtEC1 04 True offset vs. RC ⊗ relative η 1.3 < |η | < 2.5
PileUpPtEC2 05 True offset vs. RC ⊗ relative η 2.5 < |η | < 3.0
PileUpPtHF 06 True offset vs. RC ⊗ relative η 3.0 < |η | < 5.2
(alternative source)
PileUpMuZero 02-06b True offset vs. RC ⊗ residual JES |η | < 5.2for 〈µ〉 = 0
(benchmark source)
PileUpEnvelope 02-06c True offset vs. RC × 30% |η | < 5.2
Relative JES (vs. η)
RelativeJEREC1 07 Jet pT resolution 1.3 < |η | < 2.5
RelativeJEREC2 08 Jet pT resolution 2.5 < |η | < 3.0
RelativeJERHF 09 Jet pT resolution 3.0 < |η | < 5.2
RelativeFSR 10 ISR+FSR correction |η | < 5.2
RelativeStatFSR 11 ISR+FSR statistical uncertainty |η | < 5.2
RelativeStatEC2 12 Statistical uncertainty 2.5 < |η | < 3.0
RelativeStatHF 13 Statistical uncertainty 3.0 < |η | < 5.2
RelativePtBB 14 Log-lin. vs. flat fit × 50% |η | < 1.3
RelativePtEC1 15 Log-lin. vs. flat fit × 50% 1.3 < |η | < 2.5
RelativePtEC2 16 Log-lin. vs. flat fit × 50% 2.5 < |η | < 3.0
RelativePtHF 17 Log-lin. vs. flat fit × 50% 3.0 < |η | < 5.2
TimeEta 18 Relative η time dependence |η | < 5.2
Absolute JES (vs. pT)
AbsoluteScale 19 Lepton scale, ±0.11% |η | < 5.2
AbsoluteMPFBias 20 MPF bias, ±0.28% |η | < 5.2(from ν’s ⊕ ISR acceptance, 0.2% ⊕ 0.2%)
AbsoluteStat 21 Statistical uncertainty vs. pT |η | < 5.2
SinglePionECAL 22 Single-pion response in ECAL, ±4.2% |η | < 5.2
SinglePionHCAL 23 Single-pion response in HCAL, ±1.5% |η | < 5.2
Fragmentation 24 Jet fragmentation in pythia 6.4 vs. herwig++ 2.3 |η | < 5.2
TimePt 25 Absolute pT time dependence |η | < 5.2(indirectly with charged-pion EHCAL/p)
Jet flavor
(only one of these)
FlavorQCD 26a QCD dijet mixture (default) |η | < 5.2
FlavorZJet 26b Z+jet mixture |η | < 5.2
FlavorPhoton 26c γ+jet mixture |η | < 5.2
(or mixture of these)
FlavorGluon 26d1 Pure gluon (g) |η | < 5.2(incl. g→ qq and unmatched)
FlavorQuark 26d2 Pure light quark (uds) |η | < 5.2
FlavorCharm 26d3 Pure charm (c) |η | < 5.2
FlavorBottom 26d4 Pure bottom (b) |η | < 5.2(Pure flavors refer to the Physics definition)
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Table 2. List of JES uncertainty source combinations with a short description and list of uncertainty
components. The numbering of the sources (3rd column) corresponds to that used in table 1 (2nd column).
Enumerator Description List of sources
Total Default uncertainty applicable for most CMS analyses 01–25, 26a
TotalNoFlavor
Default uncertainty without FlavorQCD,
as basis for other mixtures
01–25
TotalNoTime
Uncertainty for unprescaled analyses
with full 8 TeV data set
01–17, 19–24, 26a
TotalNoFlavorNoTime
Same as above without FlavorQCD,
as basis for other mixtures
01–17, 19–24
SubTotalPileUp Combination of pileup offset uncertainties 01–06
SubTotalRelative Combination of relative η correction uncertainties 07–17
SubTotalAbsolute Combination of absolute scale uncertainties 19–24
SubTotalScale
Scale uncertainties independent of pT,
plus statistical uncertainty
19–21
SubTotalPt
Combination of absolute scale pT dependence
uncertainties
22–24
SubTotalMC Default uncertainty without PileUpPt sources 01,07–25,26a
The JES uncertainties are classified in four broad categories: pileup offset, relative calibration
of JES versus η, absolute energy scale versus pT, and jet-flavor response. In addition, the residual
JES time-dependence is considered as an extra source of systematic uncertainty for samples other
than the full unprescaled 8 TeV data set.
The pileup offset (section 4) is mostly important at low pT. The pileup correction is taken
from the true offset in simulation, and then scaled by the ratio of random cone offsets for data and
simulation. The main systematic uncertainty is evaluated as 30% of the pT-dependent difference
between the true offset and the random cone offset in simulation. This difference is propagated
through the fit procedure using Z/γ+jet (absolute pT) and dijet (relative η) balancing to estimate
the remaining residual pileup uncertainty after residual JES (section 6.4). A special alternative
systematic (PileUpMuZero) is added to estimate the bias introduced by the data-based calibration
for no-pileup (〈µ〉 = 0) conditions. A residual uncertainty on the scale factor (PileUpDataMC) is
estimated by varying ρ within one standard deviation.
The relative η-dependent correction (section 6.1) calibrates forward regions relative to |η | <
1.3 using dijet events. The main systematic uncertainties come from JER (RelativeJER) and the
ISR+FSR (RelativeFSR) bias corrections. The JER uncertainty is evaluated by varying the JER
for each detector region independently within the JER uncertainties estimated in section 8, when
applying smearing to the simulation. The differences obtained from comparisons based on pythia
6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 simulations are used to assign an ISR+FSR uncertainty. The η-dependent
correction is parameterized with a log-linear function versus pT at |η | < 3.0, and as a constant in
HF (3 ≤ |η | < 5.2). Half the difference between a log-linear fit and a constant fit is taken as a
pT-dependent parameterization uncertainty (RelativePt). For |η | > 2.5, the statistical uncertainty
(RelativeStat) is also a significant contribution.
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The absolute scale (section 6.5) uncertainties for constant scale (AbsoluteScale) and
pT-dependent scale (AbsoluteStat) are extracted from a global fit to Z/γ+jet and multijet data. The
former is essentially related to the lepton momentum scale for muons in Z(→ µµ)+jet, while the lat-
ter to the single-pion response inHCAL.Additional constant scale uncertainty is added for the biases
of the MPF and pT-balance methods (AbsoluteMPFbias) coming from neutrinos and ISR outside of
detector acceptance. Shape uncertainties for the pT dependence are considered from the following
sources relative to the global fit reference of pT = 208GeV at |η | < 1.3: single-pion responses
in ECAL and HCAL (SinglePionECAL, SinglePionHCAL) and jet response differences due to the
different fragmentation models implemented in pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 (Fragmentation).
The flavor response differences (section 7.3) are estimated using simulation, and cross-
checked with Z+b-jet, and quark- and gluon-tagged photon+jet and Z+jet events. The flavor
uncertainties are assigned based on pythia 6.4 and herwig++ 2.3 differences, which are propagated
through the data-based calibration chain with dijet, photon+jet, and Z+jet events. As a result, the
flavor uncertainties are minimized for these flavor mixtures. The flavor differences in pythia 6.4
and herwig++ 2.3 are largest for gluon jets, while the two MC simulations agree well on both light-
and heavy-quark jets.
As explained in section 6.2, the JES in the endcaps shows some residual time dependence,
even after correcting for radiation damage to the ECAL and HCAL. Prescaled triggers sample
different run periods with different weights, leading to slight scale differences between different
data sets. This time-dependence uncertainty is estimated as the RMS variation of the η-dependent
corrections determined with dijet events for different run periods.
9.1 Uncertainties in 7TeV analyses
For comparisons to published 7 TeV analyses, using the 2011 data set corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 5 fb−1, we briefly summarize the main differences in the JEC and JES uncertainty
sources relative to the ones reported in the previous publication [13]:
• Pileup offset: the 7 TeV uncertainties did not consider the absorption of the pileup offset jet pT
dependence into the residual η and pT-dependent corrections, and the five PileUpPt sources
(#02–#06 in table 1) were reported as a single large PileUpPt uncertainty without η decor-
relation. The pileup offset correction was derived from the study of the offset, obtained with
the RC method, as a function of the number of primary vertices NPV for data only. This lead
to a larger PileUpDataMC (#01) uncertainty, necessitating additional PileUpOOT, PileUpJe-
tRate and PileUpBias uncertainties. The PileUpOOT covered the variation due to out-of-time
pileup, now accounted for by deriving the offset versus µ before mapping to NPV. The Pile-
UpJetRate accounted for the offset pT dependence, now corrected using pT-dependent true
offset from simulation. The 7 TeV offset correction was calibrated for jets in the pT range
of 20–30GeV using simulation, with PileUpBias accounting for the uncertainty in the bias
correction for data. In the current scheme, PileUpBias is absorbed into the PileUpPt sources.
• Relative scale: the 7 TeV JEC used a constant correction for each η bin, and the uncertainties
did not provide the four RelativePt sources (#14–#17) to account for the small residual pT de-
pendence versus η. This led to some overestimates in the uncertainty correlation versus η. The
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recommendedway to address a posteriori the underestimated decorrelation in the 7 TeVuncer-
tainties is to clone the 7 TeV SinglePion source (roughly corresponding to current uncertainties
#22–#23) into five separate sources, spanning η ranges |η | < 0.5, 0.5 < |η | < 1.0, 1.0 < |η | <
1.5, |η | < 1.5 and |η | > 1.5, withweight 1 for the last source and 1/√2 for the four others. This
ensures 50%decorrelation for the SinglePion sourcewithin the barrel bins, and 100%decorre-
lation between the barrel and endcap, while preserving the total uncertainty. The RelativeFSR
(#10) and RelativeStatFSR (#11) sources were reported as a single RelativeFSR uncertainty.
• Absolute scale: the 7 TeV absolute correction was a single constant factor and did not include
any pT dependence except for the uncertainties. The three flat absolute scale factor uncertain-
ties (#19–#21) were reported as a single source (Absolute), as were the pT-dependent uncer-
tainties from single-pion response in the ECAL (#22) andHCAL (#23). The 7 TeV SinglePion
uncertainty, which corresponds to the latter two uncertainties, was a factor two larger and is
uncorrelated with the 8 TeV SinglePionHCAL (#23) source, which is now based on the value
obtained from the global pT-dependent fit. The AbsoluteScale (#19) and AbsoluteStat (#21)
are also based on the global fit, and therefore uncorrelated with the 7 TeV source Absolute.
• Time dependence: there was neither evidence of residual JEC pT dependence at 7 TeV, nor
of time dependence in the absolute correction. Therefore, the TimePt source (#25) was not
provided.
In total, the 7 TeV uncertainties included sixteen uncertainty sources, ten fewer than the current
recommendations (#1–#26): one less for pileup (four new sources and three obsolete), five less
for relative scale, three less for absolute scale and one less for time dependence. The current
uncertainties provide a more detailed description of correlations versus both η and pT.
10 The PF jet composition
The different detector contributions to the JES can be understood inmore detail by looking at the frac-
tions of jet energy reconstructed as the various types of PF candidates. Although this information is
not yet used to directly constrain JES, it gives valuable information inmonitoring the stability of JES.
The PF jet composition is determined from the dijet sample, selected as described in section 3.2,
using the tag-and-probe method. In this method the tag jet, which is in the barrel and matched to
the trigger in data, provides measurement of the jet pT, while the back-to-back probe jet is used
for an unbiased determination for PF candidate energy fractions. This indirect method avoids the
selection bias that would enhance energy fractions correlated with upward fluctuations in jet pT.
This is particularly important because data and simulation are known to have different resolutions,
and we want to avoid introducing JER biases in the composition measurement.
The measured PF energy fractions are shown in figure 46 as a function of pT and η. The agree-
ment between data and simulation is at the level of 1–2% in the barrel, consistent with the measured
residual JEC. In particular, the fraction of charged hadrons associated with pileup agrees well be-
tween data and simulation. The differences increase at high pT, where the tracking efficiency within
the densely populated jet core drops significantly, and PF becomes more sensitive to the calorimeter
scale. The differences also increase at higher rapidities, where the observed residual JEC are larger.
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Figure 46. PF jet composition in data and simulation versus pT at |η | < 1.3 (left), and versus η at
56 < pT < 74GeV (right).
Interpretation of the results
To interpret the implications for JEC of composition differences in data and simulation, we can
start from the definition of the jet response, in the absence of pileup, and in bins of particle-level
jet pT, ptcl and reconstructed η (pT is the reconstructed jet transverse momentum):
R(〈pT〉, η) ≡ 〈pT〉〈pT, ptcl〉 [pT, ptcl, η] 
〈
pT
pT, ptcl
〉
[pT, ptcl, η]. (10.1)
The last equivalence holds if the pT, ptcl bins are narrow enough. Leaving aside corrections for
overlapping particles caused, e.g., by calorimeter zero-suppression or neutral hadron shadowing in
the PF algorithm, we can write
R(〈pT〉, η) =
〈∑i Rf (〈piT〉, ηi)piT, ptcl〉
pT, ptcl
, pT, ptcl =
∑
i
piT, ptcl, (10.2)
where the sum runs over all stable (cτ >1 cm) particles i of different particle species f , excluding
neutrinos. Figure 47 illustrates the average particle jet composition in QCD dijet sample versus pT
at |η | < 1.3, which is about 60% charged hadrons (red hues), 15% neutral hadrons (green hues) and
25% photons (blue hues). About 65% of the jet energy is carried by pions (pi+, pi−, pi0 → γγ). The
nucleons (p, p, n, n) and kaons (K+, K−, K0L, K
0
S) carry about 15% each, with the remaining 5% in
fragmentation photons (γ), lambda (Λ0), and sigma (Σ0) baryons, leptons (e, µ) and other particles.
The composition does not significantly depend on η.
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The PF algorithm [10, 11] uses tracking to measure charged particles pT down to pT ≈ 0.3GeV,
which effectively results in response Rch(pT) ≈ 1 for all charged particles (charged hadrons, electron,
muons) within the tracking coverage at |η | < 2.4, when neglecting tracking inefficiencies and the
low pT acceptance. The finely segmented ECAL has a linear response to photons down to its
acceptance of about 0.1GeV, which also results in response Rγ ≈ 1.
Neutral hadrons (predominantly n, K0L,Λ
0), hadrons outside the tracking coverage, and hadrons
with failed tracking (e.g., K0S decaying in the outer layers of tracking, or unreconstructed nuclear
interactions within the tracker) are reconstructed with a nonlinear calorimeter response Rcalo(pT) ≈
1− apm−1T [53] separately in the ECAL (as PF photons) and the HCAL (as PF neutral hadrons). For
particles with |η | > 2.5, overlapping ECAL and HCAL energy deposits are linked to build neutral
hadrons. The combination of the HCAL reconstruction threshold of pT > 0.8GeV, the low response
of Rcalo ≈ 0.3 for soft hadrons, and many neutral hadrons showering early in ECAL, result in an
effective neutral hadron response Rnh  1 at low pT despite the PF neutral hadron calibration for
HCAL deposits. However, the neutral hadron response approaches unity asymptotically at high pT.
Rearranging eq. (10.2) in terms of the main particle categories seen by the detector gives
Rjet = fchRch + fγRγ + fnhRnh, (10.3)
where f i are the average fractions of energy carried by each particle category at particle level, such
that
∑
i f i = 1. The effective categories are charged hadrons+electrons+muons (ch), photons (γ),
and neutral hadrons (nh). These effective categories have some ambiguity in the classification of,
e.g., K0S → pi++pi− and K0S → pi0+pi0 decays within the tracker volume. Typical generated fractions
are fch ≈ 60%, fγ ≈ 25%, and fnh ≈ 15%. These values differ slightly from typical measured
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fractions fch, meas ≈ 65%, fγ,meas ≈ 30%, and fnh,meas ≈ 5% due to different detector responses
(Rch ≈ Rγ ≈ 1, Rnh ≈ 0.6, thus Rjet ≈ 0.95) and ambiguities in particle identification, specially
between neutral hadrons and photons.
The impact of typical detector mismodeling effects can be estimated with the help of eq. (10.3).
A change of −1% in the charged hadron fraction through tracking inefficiencies would result in a
corresponding but smaller increase of the neutral hadron fraction, for a total relative jet response vari-
ation of−0.4%. A variation of−1% of the ECAL scale in data would change the relative jet response
by −0.3%, while a variation of the single-pion response of −3% would also change it by −0.3%.
Adding these a priori uncertainty estimates in quadrature gives 0.6%, while summing them up
gives −1.0%. Incidentally, these are about the order of magnitude of the minimum energy scale un-
certainty and the data/MCcorrection applied at themoment in the reference region |η | < 1.3. The PF
energy fractions between data and simulation in figure 46 are in almost perfect agreement to the level
of about 10−3 at pT ≈ 200GeV, which is consistent with the jet response difference of −1%, assum-
ing the inefficiencies for charged hadrons, photons, and neutral hadrons all go in the same direction.
The corrections and uncertainties increase outside the tracking coverage at |η | > 2.5, where
effectively fch = 0 and fnh = 75%, resulting in about five times higher sensitivity to single-pion
response and threshold effects in Rnh.
11 Conclusions
The understanding of jet energy scale and resolution achieved by the CMS experiment exploiting
the pp data taken at 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1, has been
documented. The CMS strategy involves the sequential correction of the jets for the pileup offset,
simulated response, and residual η and pT dependencies in data with respect to simulation, with
optional corrections depending on the jet flavor.
The pileup offset corrections are determined from QCD dijet simulations processed with and
without pileup overlay, with additional corrections for residual differences between data and detector
simulation, extracted using the random-conemethod in zero-bias events. The simulated jet response
corrections are determined from a Monte Carlo event sample, as a function of jet pT and η, for
various jet algorithms and distance parameter sizes. The η-dependent corrections for residual
differences between data and MC simulation are determined with dijet events, relative to a jet in the
central region |η | < 1.3. The pT-dependent corrections for residual differences within |η | < 1.3 at
30 < pT < 800GeV are measured combining photon+jet, Z(→ µµ)+jet, and Z(→ ee)+jet events.
The pT dependence at pT > 800GeV is directly constrained with multijet events. The optional
jet-flavor corrections are derived from MC simulation and checked for b jets.
The simulated jet pT resolution is determined, as a function of jet pT and η, for different levels
of pileup. The dependence of the resolution on the jet flavor is also studied. The η-dependent
corrections for residual differences between data and MC simulation in the jet resolution are
determined with both dijet and γ+jet events.
In all methods using MC simulation, the uncertainties arising from the modeling of jet radi-
ation and hadronization are constrained from the study of the differences between pythia 6.4 and
herwig++ 2.3 generators. Detailed studies are performed to correct for biases in the data-based
methods due to differences with respect to the MC simulation, in initial- and final-state radiation
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as well as in jet pT resolution. The systematic uncertainties in the jet energy corrections, and their
correlations, are provided as a function of η and pT.
The final uncertainties on the jet energy scale are below 3% across the phase space considered
by most analyses (pT > 30GeV and |η | < 5.0). In the barrel region we reach an uncertainty below
1% for pT > 30GeV, when excluding the jet-flavor uncertainties, provided separately for different
jet-flavor mixtures. At its lowest, the core uncertainty (excluding optional time-dependent and
flavor systematics) is 0.32% for jets with pT between 165 and 330GeV, and |η | < 0.8. These results
set a new benchmark for jet energy scale determination at hadron colliders.
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